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There is bound to be something of an anticlimax following issue 309 with
its technicolour cover, but at the moment the cost of colour is prohibitive.
In other respects, however, this is a bumper issue, with several major
contributions held over from 309. Accounts from Tennerife, Ireland,
France, Greece may make it the most International issue ever, backed up
with accounts from Devon, Derbyshire and South Wales to emphasise what
an active Club the Wessex is. Our “Armchair” cavers are anything but (see
page 177), and Tuska reports that our membership is increasing. Success
breeds success. Charterhouse has “Gone” ( see below). It’s doubtful if
cavers in any other area work as hard for their discoveries. While huge
credit is due to Ali and Pete, Pete Hann and Nigel Graham, this hard core
would be the last people to deny credit to all those who have lent a hand in
Charterhouse dig. And many recent discoveries should properly have a
“Board of Honour” entrance door listing the stubbornly diligent diggers
who merit our gratitude. 
I apologise that this Journal is late. I try to get it to the printers in the first
week of the month, generally I fail, but not usually by this much. A France
recconaisance visit and a committee meeting on 6 . April made a lethallyth

effective delaying combination.
This is a big Journal. It carries our first advertising and includes accounts
of far-from-routine overseas caving and some of trips closer to home,
which illustrate the excitement that caving in even well known and loved
caves can engender. “Pleasure shared is pleasure doubled”.  I hope issue
310  reflects the success and variety of Wessex caving....... and that you
enjoy reading it. 

Breakthrough in Charterhouse Cave 
For the last year the Charterhouse diggers Pete Hann, Ali and Pete Moody,
and Nigel Graham have been working hard at Chill Out Choke, the boulder
ruckle at the end of the cave. On 16 February the team broke out of the
bottom of the choke and explored about 70m of decorated streamway. The
final section of the boulder choke is extremely unstable and the following
session was spent cementing and trying to make this area safer. The team
returned on 1 March and explored a further 250m of streamway. A large
inlet enters part-way down the extension and a week later a dye test with
the help of the UBSS proved that this was the GB stream. The
Charterhouse streamway has now been pushed to a sump and this will be
dived later. Exploration, surveying, photography, conservation and
scientific work is on going and further stabilisation (where possible) is
required at Chill Out Choke which remains in an extremely dangerous and
precarious state. It is also hoped to bypass two particularly dangerous
sections of the boulder choke. The extension is gated until all work in the
extension is completed and a full article will appear in a future journal.Ali
Moody 
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Rachel Thompson

Rachel has moved along the road to the late Dave Irwin’s

cottage. We wish her all happiness in her new home. We hope

her electrical system works: back in the early 60s Steve

Wynne-Roberts and Noel Cleave hid some of possibly the

worst wiring in the world under unquestionably the worst

plastering in the world. It was known as “Weekscrete” as the

recipe came from Bertie Weeks.

Wessex Tea Party.

All Wessex and friends are invited to a formal tea party in the

Water Chamber Swildon’s Hole on Saturday 5 July. This event

marks the 40th anniversary of the Great Flood of Mendip and

the demise of the Forty Foot Pot.

All participants must be in appropriate attire for afternoon tea

and anyone in normal caving kit will not be served. Changing

facilities will be available (if required) in the Old Grotto. We

will convene on Priddy Green at 3pm with tea being served at

4pm.

Cost of tickets  £4.00

Children under 12  £2.00

Numbers will be limited and tickets must be purchased by 28

June from Ali Moody 01749 870006 aadmoody@talk21.com

Please also contact me if anyone is willing to help with the

party. Ali

Dogs at Upper Pitts

The club rules prohibit dogs in the sleeping accommodation.

Please observe the rule; it seems that dogs have been sleeping

on the lower bunks in the Ladies Room.  Similarly, please clear

up any dog poo deposited on the grass around Upper Pitts. We

don’t want it trodden into the club, and people camping on the

grass don’t want it under their tents!

Vercors 16 - 30 August

I spent a couple of days in April  looking at camp-sites in the

Vercors. I looked at 5 before settling on Camping “Le Vecors”,

at Autrans, which is ten minutes or so from Lans -  the centre

of the European Speleo Congress. Camping Le Vercors seems

to be well sorted in terms of facilities, showers, loos etc. It has

a swimming pool with a surrounding patio area. Although it has

no on-site bar or snacketeria, there is one immediately outside,

50 metres away, and there are lots in Autrans centre, 300

metres away, plus the usual Mini-market etc.. There are  two

Italian and one Belgian caving groups already booked. I’ve

made a provisional booking for 8 tents, but at the moment there

is space for more. The site is level grass, but there are no shade

trees (nor were trees a feature of any of the other sites). My

booking includes two electrical supply lines and more are

available. I have bumph and brochures for the “Le Vecors”,

and Autrans has a  wire adventure course, which boasts 200

metres of new Tyroleans for this season. Villard has a “Wave”

swimming poole, but otherwise I am sure that you all know far

more about the Vercors, campsites, via ferrata etc than I do,

and I was operating in the dark as far as numbers and

preferences are concerned and nobody is in any sense obliged

to accept “Le Vercors”. For those who might, the deal is the

usual cash - no questions asked - number, and the actual

number is about  Euro 8.2 per adult per night, and Euro 4.50

per child over 7, plus a small supplement for the Electrical

supplies. There are masses of “Mobile Homes” if anyone wants

one, and I have the rates and details. Noel

2008 Tratman Award

Still more praise for The Swildons Book. The Ghar Parau

Foundation have awarded the 2008 Tratman Award for the

publication: “Swildons Hole - a Hundred Years of

Exploration”. Two other publications were in the running: “Not

for the faint Hearted”, and “Hollow Mountain 1974 - 2006".

The GPF concluded that any of these publications were worthy

of the award, but the decision was given to award it to

“Swildons Hole - a Hundred Years of Exploration”.

MRO Name Change The MRO is changing it’s name to

Mendip Cave Rescue. This  change puts the emphasis on the

word “Cave” when alerting the Police. The call-out boards at

the entrance to virtually every cave on Mendip will all have to

be changed, which will not be an instantaneous process, so

there is some potential for confusion in the immediate future 

MCR Training Day There will be a Mendip Cave Rescue

training workshop in GB on Saturday May 17  , meeting atth

the Charterhouse Centre at 10am. 

The Diau Weekend.  20 / 21 June

After a frustrating two days in the Vercors, looking at camp-

sites none of which was “Just right”, my visit to the Diau area

was a contrasting delight.  Even the bad news begat good news.
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The municipal camp-site, “Les Pommerailles” has been closed

for good, and even “Camping Nantizel” is unlikely to re-open.

I was directed to a “Camping Rural” at les Combes, just below

Usilion. It’s an enchanting site, a level, tree shaded meadow, by

the river Fillière (much of which comes from the Diau). It has

the usual loos, showers and facilities, plus ample electrical

sockets. I was directed to the camp-site at Combes by the

proprietors of the Hotel Auberge Camelia, at Aviernoz. Having

drawn a blank in Thorens and Sapiniere (where rooms would

have cost us at least   C 39 per night) I went to the Camelia in

some desperation. But it is an absolute “Find”. Run by English

ex-pats, Roger and Sue Farrell Cook, it is the perfect “Cavers”

hotel for the Parmelan. Their accommodation is very flexible,

with single, double and multiple rooms (which are nothing like

dormitories), and our nights will only cost  C 25 a night. The

rooms are en-suite and charming. Go figure, as they say, this is

the real deal. The hotel has a separately run restaurant where

portions and costs are equally rural. At the moment I’ve

reserved hotel accommodation for 7 and campsite for 4. With

this early booking both can be increased. With 10 confirmed

for the Diau caving so far, there is space for more....... ‘Phone

me or Email me......! wessexeditor@streamcotts.eclipse.co.uk

Noel

Hon. Secretary Annual Report  2007

The year of 2007 has seen the MRO continue to major on developing
its skills and expertise. Thankfully we are not gaining our knowledge
from real rescues, safety standards in caving remain high and we have
again been blessed with a year when serious injuries have been few and
far between. The real casualties to practise is more than compensated for
by the enhanced level of training and practise rescues. This ever
increasing level of activity has been spurred on with great enthusiasm
over the years by our Training Officer, Mark Lumley.  Mark has now
decided to step down from this role due to time pressures.  We owe
Mark a great debt of gratitude for the work he has done for the MRO in
championing and developing the bench mark for training within the
organization.  Mark Kellaway has stepped up to the plate to replace
Mark and has already made a considerable impact to our training
programme.
The working group set up to progress the Memorandum of
Understanding with the Fire and Rescue service had a very quiet first
ten months of the year.  This was due to the restructuring exercise
combining the Somerset & Devon. Fire and Rescue Services.  The
process was brought back on track thanks to the persistence of Phil
Rowsell. The MOU has now been progressed to a stage that it is nearing
final draft and will be presented to the annual meeting for approval. Phil
& Richard West have put a considerable amount of effort into this
document and it has been the subject of much debate at local and
national level.  Feedback from the BCRC is very positive and the
MRO/DSFR format is seen as the template for this type of agreement.
The MRO has experienced a number of problems related to call out

procedures throughout the year.  The problem appears to be that owing
to the low level of incidents control room staff are unlikely to have any
experience of requests for cave rescue.  This subject has been brought
to the attention of the police and they are working with the MRO to
improve the situation.
The name of the Mendip Rescue Organization has been known to cause
confusion.  The fact that Cave Rescue is not mentioned specifically can
be said to pose a barrier to ease of communication.  We have proudly
carried out our duties under the banner of the MRO for many years, but
times change.  Modern methods of communications rely heavily on
keywords to work efficiently and it is probably time to modernise and
change our name to better reflect our function.  A debate on a change
of name has been placed on the agenda of the annual meeting.  My
personal view is that "Mendip Cave Rescue" would be the most
descriptive and simple name to adopt going forward.  There are issues
regarding the fact that Mendip is not our only operational area and we
do undertake search as well as rescue, this must be considered at the
debate stage.
Finally I wish to apologise for the fact I will not be able to attend the
Annual Meeting this year.  I am willing, as I declared at the last meeting
of the Wardens, to stand for Secretary for the forthcoming year.

R J Cork
Hon. Secretary Mar 2008

Incident Report 2007
Summary

   Day Date Location Problem

Sunday 39158 Box Stone Mines Party reported locked in the
mine. 

Wednesday 39203 North Hill Swallet Injured Caver

Thursday 39225 Goatchurch Cavern Trapped & Injured Caver

Thursday 39358 Fairy Cave Quarry Overdue report

Thursday 39379 Swildons Hole Exhausted Caver.

mailto:wessexeditor@streamcotts.eclipse.co.uk
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Details
Sunday 18th March -Box Stone Mine

Richard West was contacted by Wiltshire Fire & Rescue Service at
01:15 am.  An occupant living near Clift entrance had been awakened
by people banging on the mine door and calling for help.  He spoke to
them through the grill and they asked him to open the door.  He
informed them that it was padlocked and they went back into the
system.  He then called the Police who alerted the Fire Service and two
Fire & Rescue appliances were tasked to the incident.  They chopped
the lock and searched inside for a short distance before they decided
they needed the assistance of the MRO.
RW informed Avon & Somerset Police of the incident, Nick McCamley
& Derek Hawkins from the mines list were contacted and agreed to
respond.  Dany Bradshaw was asked to attend and take kit from the
MRO Store to the Box Mine site.
Bob Scammell was tasked to respond at Clift Entrance via a "drive by"
of the other entrances.  Chris Batstone was stood by at the Belfry

Derek Hawkins at 02:30 requested that and MRO support team attend
at the mine to assist with the search.  Rich West plus a team of nine
responded. Contact was made with the Wiltshire Police patrol car on
site, the Fire & Rescue had left after their mini search.
RW, DB & Bob Smith set up control.  DH explained that BS & NM
were searching Back Door to Jack’s via Cathedral.  CB took Rees
Davies & Andy Kay to search Clift Entrance to Jacks.  Fay Litherland
took Phil Rowsell & Emma Heron to search Clift Entrance to Back
Door via Delta-Rectangle.  These Two teams left control at  04:15.
By 05:40 all teams had exited & were satisfied persons were not left on
main routes.  Consensus was to assume that the party had exited by
another route. MRO team agreed with the police to stand down and
await an overdue call should it occur.

Wednesday 2nd Mav 2007 - North Hill Swallet

Richard West received a call from Richard Marlow at 20:51 asking if he
had been informed by the Police of a callout.  Richard West had not.
RM told RW he was en route to North Hill where someone had taken
a fall & injured his ankle.  RW agreed to stand by await Police contact.
RW decided to check other "Police Callout Wardens" all of whom knew
nothing.  Bob Cork left for the WCC Hut to gain an update on the
situation.  RW was later contacted at 21:17 by Pat Cork who had finally
taken a call from Avon & Somerset Police torequest assistance from the
MRO. 
Compiled from the surface log notes:
At approximately 8:30pm an alarm was raised direct to the WCC hut
reporting a casualty who had fallen approx 6 metres and sustained
substantial injury to the lower leg.  Richard Marlow was contacted
direct and went underground at 9pm to join Carmen Haskell at the
scene.  Richard gave medical assistance to the casualty and started
preparations to enable the casualty to be evacuated from the cave.
Splints / Slings /  Pulley / Krabs / First Aid /Morphine / Entonox / Rope
Pack C were procured from the MRO Store and preparations made in
readiness to haul the casualty to the surface.
9:10pm Bob Cork arrived and assumed control on the surface, Avon &
Somerset constabulary were updated on the incident and that the MRO
were in attendance.
Dany Bradshaw Henry Dawson Henry Bennett Mark Helmore Bob
Smith Hannah Bell/ Anne Vanderplank responded and formed the
surface hauling party
9:25pm Jude Vanderplank exited the cave leaving Jeff Ballard Carmen
Rich Marlow & Mak Kellaway underground with the casualty.
21:30 Adrian Vanderplank joined the surface party.  Mark Easterling &
Mark Helmore went underground to assist with the lower pitch hauling.
10pm second Entonox set requested by Richard Marlow and sent into
the cave. 
10:30pm SRT & lifeline sent down shaft.
10:32 Request for ambulance actioned by Rich West via 999 call.
10:50 Full body harness lowered down shaft and attached to casualty.
10:55 Hauling begins by Bennett, Cork, West, Smith, Steve. Lifelines

by Henry Dawson Bradshaw co-ordinating..
11 :00 Casualty exited the cave and carried to awaiting ambulance
11 :30 Incident stood down and police informed.

Thursdav 24th Mav - Goatchurch Cavern

A party of young people from Charterhouse Outdoor Centre were
exploring Goatchurch Cavern when one of their number, aged 11 years
became trapped when his knee wedged in a crack. Despite the efforts of
the instructors he could not be freed and became increasingly
distressed.One of the Instructors exited the cave and dialled 999.
Unfortunately due to some confusion at the Control Centre he was not
convinced that the MRO would be called.  He then telephoned Mendip
Hills chief warden Les Davies at 16:09 for advice.   Les Davies reported
the incident to Tony Jarratt and also rang his local beat officer P.C.Ray
Bradley who is based in Blagdon.  Fortunately P.C.Bradley managed to
get the Callout formalised and the MRO were contacted by Avon &
Somerset Police at 16:17.
After obtaining details Richard West called Martin Grass at 16:19 and
asked him to attend as soon as possible.  In view of the victims age
Medical Warden Richard Marlow was also requested to attend.  At
16:23 Alison Moody was asked to respond via the MRO Store with
First Aid / Entonox / Stretcher & Splints. At 16:25 Bob Cork was
informed and left for the cave.  Tony Jarratt travelled via the MRO store
and transported Heyphones / Radios / Surface Control Box / Rope Pack
and Medical Supplies to site.
On scene were two Community Beat Officers, P.C. Bradley and a front
line Avon Ambulance accompanied by an Avon Ambulance Divisional
Officer.  Martin Grass entered the cave at 16:40 and found the youth
had his patella firmly wedged.  After work with a chisel & small
hammer what was assumed to be solid rock turned out to be flowstone
on a mud base and was freed by 17:05. He was escorted to the surface
and given a thorough check up in the ambulance.  Apart from being
bruised & shaken by the incident he was cleared to resume his stay at
Charterhouse.
Police Control informed incident closed via Police radio.

Thursday 4th October – Fairy Cave Quarry

Richard West received call from Taunton Police at 22:55. Two cavers
were reported overdue from a trip into one of the Fairy Cave Quarry
caves. Two Constables had responded and confirmed that a car as
described by theinformant was parked at the site.

Dany Bradshaw & Mark Lumley were requested to attend and report
back.  Martin Grass was asked to confirm which caves were open and
to stand by.  At 23:13 a call was received from the police confirming
that the party had exited and returned to their car. Incident stood down
at 23:15, MRO team recalled en route.

Thursdav 25th October - Swildon's Hole

The initial callout to this incident is rather complex; at 22:16 Dany
Bradshaw & Rich West were contacted by Brian Prewer.  Brian had
been contacted by Graham Mullen re a party of UBSS who were
reported having a problem on the Twenty ladder pitch. One of the party
had called Graham to confirm the correct callout procedure. Graham
confirmed "999" call then "Police" then "Cave Rescue". It is assumed
that this procedure was then actioned by the caller.
Having received the call from Graham, Brian asked Pete & Alison
Moody to respond & then contacted DB & RW.
At 22:22, DB & RW were contacted by Mark Lumley who, to his
surprise, had been contacted by Portishead at 22:18 re the above
incident.  Confusion at Portishead control had lead Police to look up
MRO on the Internet where they had found Mark's number.
DB went directly to Priddy Green whilst RW travelled via the store to
pick up kit. On Priddy Green were Brian Prewer, Duncan Massey who
had been called as a First Responder and four WCC members guests.
Ben Morley the original informant reported the casualty was an
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inexperienced caver, in a borrowed wet suit. Whilst exiting from a
Sump I  trip he became exhausted after 7 attempts to get off the ladder
at the top of the Twenty.  He had been left in a survival bag in the care
of two of the party, one of whom is a second year medical student.
Pete & Alison Moody entered the cave at 22:30 followed by Dany with
a rope pack. Matt Budgen & Craig Olive entered the cave with full body
harness & First Aid kit. at 23:05, Sean Howe transported the Hot Air

Kit.
The casualty was assisted to the surface by the MRO team and all were
clear of the cave by 23:26.
23:35 lnform Police Control - Log closed - incident successfully
completed.

R J Cork March 2007

Cave Diving in Diros, Greece. Autumn 2007    By Michael Thomas

The comforting solid green light of the

head up display on my re-breather was

fixed in my right eye, the floor of the cave

in my left, I touched down at -93m twenty

meters beyond the end of the line, I could

go no deeper. I looked up and watched

Andy swim slowly past me. He gave me an

OK signal and disappeared around the side

of a huge rock that was blocking our

progress. I watched until he disappeared

from view then reduced my depth to -80

meters to wait until I could see him

returning. After several long minutes of

staring into this immense void I watched

him rise up from beyond the block and

begin his ascent after a dive to -108

meters. For the next hour our separate

decompression profiles kept us apart until

the long shallow stops. It was nice to be

together again and know that the bail out

gas carried between us was more than

enough to get us both out of the water in

case of a double re-breather failure.

George, Elena and Vassilis passed us

during the last half hour of stops and

stunned us with multiple flash guns and

noisy open circuit bubbles then we surfaced to float around in the

warm water lake contemplating a superb last dive of this latest

Greek cave diving adventure.

It all started .....on the Easter trip when Malc decided to buy a

compressor and needed someone to drive to Greece to bring it

home! Then Andy and I started talking to Vassilis about bringing

the re-breathers to Greece to dive some sites and the trip was

born. All trips to Greece involve working in slow time; that is

nothing appears to get done until the day you are due to leave. So

in early October 2007 after packing all the toys in the landrover

and setting off to Dover on the first leg of our three day overland

trip Andy says to me “where we going then?” I replied “Some

place called Diros I think then back to Athens”. After a few

adventures on the way we arrived at the Corinth canal in Greece

to meet our good friends George, Elena and the boss Vassilis.

We were now in the hands of the gods quite literally. After

changing my passenger from Andy to Elena (We were very rarely

permitted to travel unaccompanied probably for good reason!)

we set off on the last part of the drive to the south western point

of the middle finger of the Peloponnese. On the way I asked

Elena what was so special about Diros. She looked at me as if I

was completely stupid and said “You have driven across Europe

to Greece and have no idea about Diros?” “No absolutely no

bloody idea” I replied “but have you got any food?”

After settling in to our new home near Diros for four nights we

awoke the next day totally knackered from the drive to start three

days of diving in the best cave in Greece. We made our way to

the show cave office at the ridiculously early time of 10 am to

find the manageress not yet at work, it was too early. At this

point I need to clear up a point  about time keeping in Greece,

there are two time zones; the actual time or (English time) that

you expect things to happen and then there is Greek time. That

is the time when it eventually happened. The two time zones

have no logical pattern and continue to confuse all English

cavers! Elena then took this spare time to start filling out a large

wad of paperwork while Andy and I sat and looked at the sea and

signed every bit of paper that came our way. After a while the

manageress turned up and with remarkably little hassle we were

allowed to start diving. We spent a rather hectic couple of hours

preparing the re-breathers and other equipment to dive and after

a late lunch eventually got in the water. For the next three days

we explored this remarkable cave system doing nothing but

eating, sleeping, diving and caving. We know how to live it up.

Tuesday October 2 2007

The dive base in Vlychada cave Diros is located at the start of the

show cave where the divers competed for space with the tourist

boats. The cave is at sea level and about 50m from the sea. Due

to this, all our dives started with us passing through a halocline

into the salt water below. The cave is a maze of passage both

above and below water with around 14km of surveyed passage

which makes it the longest surveyed cave in Greece. The sumps

run under a lot of the dry cave so you end up diving in a mixture

of cave lakes and cave passage with no surface. None of the lines

were marked with distances and were confused in places so we

Mike & Andy at Dive Base. Photo:  George Triantafillou 
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had only, at best, a guess as to how far we had swum. Many side

passages were noted with no lines and had probably not been

entered due to a multitude of unbroken formations, this is one of

the best decorated caves we have ever seen anywhere on our

travels around the world, they rivaled formations we have seen

in Mexico and the Bahamas. On this first dive Vassilis and

George took us on a guided tour up one of the main passages

passing several other lines, all unmarked. This passage appeared

to be a main strike as the left hand wall was solid with most of

the side passages off to the right. On reaching thirds in a large

lake in another part of the show cave Vassilis and George turned

for home while Andy and I poked around in some interesting

stuff in the floor, the multitude of formations found underwater

were something of a hindrance to swimming and we surfaced

after a couple of hours completely stunned with Elena jumping

all over us going “did you like it? “did you like it?” Not a lot we

could say really. 

Wednesday October 3 2007

After a late night, a common feature of caving in Greece, we

were told over breakfast that we had a caving trip arranged

before we could go diving, with a friend of George, Elena and

Vassilis to Alepotrypa cave. Our new friend Antonis Kilakos was

going to show us around the show cave. This cave is famous for

its Neolithic remains and it lived up to that, it was not the most

impressive show cave we had ever seen but it did have rather a

lot of remains both pots and human. We ended the trip with a

visit to the museum workshops to meet Antonis mum who

painstakingly reassembles Neolithic pots from broken remains.

Thousands of bits of broken pottery lay in buckets waiting to be

sorted and then rebuilt, it was all rather impressive to people that

know next to bugger all about archeology. So back to our second

dive in Diros.

We set off to swim beyond yesterday’s limit to investigate some

shafts that we had been told about further in. An uneventful swim

back to the lake chamber and we were off in to the unknown (for

us) again. After 100m or so of swimming with show cave lights

25m above us, we reentered cave without a surface and shortly

after the floor just disappeared. Two lines were spotted dropping

down into a large shaft. I dropped to 35m and watched Andy get

warm and fuzzy at 55m on air on his Ouroboros re-

breather. The floor was in sight but seen to continue around a

corner. Andy failed to mention the forest of 4-6 m long

formations hanging from the roof and walls at the bottom of the

shaft. When Andy

returned to the top

of the shaft we

c o n t inu e d  and

located a second

smaller shaft with

no line. I dropped

down this to land

in a very well

d e c o r a t e d

chamber at 35m.

No way on was

s e e n  w i t h o u t

d es troy ing  the

formations. We

then headed back

towards the dive

base. The return

journey was a

l i t t l e  d e l a y e d

when we both

managed to make

an unintentional

jump onto another

dive line while we

w e r e  p o k i n g

around in a large

well decorated

c h a m b e r .  W e

r e a l i z e d  o u r

m i s t a k e  a f t e r

about five minutes

of swimming the wrong way when we came across a fixed line

junction with no tags that we did not recognize. A very cold

shiver crept up my spine! After a bit of a conversation and

making sure the situation could not get any worse we headed

back to the last point we recognized and then relocated the

correct line. On reaching surface and sorting ourselves out, a

little sheepishly we stated to the guys that were enquiring after

our dive that we made a good effort of trying to turn two of our

trainees back in England into orphans!  While all our fun and

games were going on George, Elena and Vassilis had swum up

to the large lake chamber again using another route armed with

their camera gear. That evening was spent again doing what we

do best, filling cylinders sorting re-breathers and eating with not

a beer in sight! 

Thursday October 4 2007

Andy and I decided to return to the deep shaft with a helium mix

in my rebreather. We made good time to the shaft without getting

lost and I descended to the floor at -64m, passing the previously

Mike and Andy in well decorated passage. Photo: George Triantafillou
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u n m e n t i o n e d

formations. Andy

w a i t e d  a b o v e

enjoying the view. I

continued forward

for 20-30 meters in

large passage until

the line ended at a

narrow rift. The rift

appeared to  go

straight back up and

would be snug for a

d i v e r  w i t h  a

s i d e m o u n t s

configuration let

alone one in a back

mounted rebreather.

I had a good look

around for any other

continuation but

f i n d i n g  n o n e

returned to my deco

stops in the shaft.

At this point Andy

indicated that he

w a s  g o i n g  t o

continue on down

the main line. He

swam another 200m

or so and the line

w a s  s e e n  t o

continue on and on. Reunited again and once I had cleared

enough decompression to swim out we then returned to base

having a proper look at the passage we accidentally swam into

yesterday on the way out. Andy entered a small chamber on the

left just beyond the fixed line junction, but despite being well

decorated was not seen to continue beyond 20m or so and

showed no sign of being entered before. Unfortunately Vassilis

had to return to Athens to sort out some problems but George

and Elena dived, working on some more underwater

photography. Surface was regained after an enjoyable 2 hour plus

dive. Both Andy and I were looking forward to a nice evening’s

rest while filling cylinders but this was not to be. George and

Elena had made other plans! Antonis Kalakos had returned to

take us on a rather special caving trip after the show cave had

closed. We were off to an area of wild cave accessed from the

show cave tourist trail. It has to be said that neither Andy nor I

were keen to go caving but everyone else’s enthusiasm carried us

along. The trip that followed was one of outstanding beauty that

words will fail to describe. After a twenty minute boat ride

through the show cave, in itself a fantastic place with more

formations per square meter than any other cave I have seen, we

arrived at a small bay with a crawling size passage leading off.

After mooring the boat Andy and I set off in front of the others

and soon got ourselves through the crawl in a big sweaty heap.

When the others had caught us up we had stopped in a lake

chamber so unbelievable we could find no words to say to each

other. We sat and laughed at our fortune and then spent the next

two hours swimming, walking and climbing in and around every

conceivable formation that you could think of. If you could see

a section of rock you were doing well. After many photographs

it was time to leave this wonderland. Andy summed it up by

saying that he was burning his caving kit as it was very unlikely

he would go to a place of such magnitude ever again! After such

a trip the boat trip out was a bit of an anti climax! But the

following few hours that night, yes we still had to fill cylinders

and sort out re-breathers, passed in a pleasant way especially

when George and Elena disappeared off to get a take out Greek

style and some beers! Bed was finally reached sometime in the

small hours, luckily the next day was a day of rest. By rest I mean

we only had to drive the four hours back to Athens.            

After settling in to our Athens home for the next six days which

just happened to be Vassilis diving equipment store house we set

upon the next cave diving site that we had on the agenda

Vouliagmeni Well, this interesting site we looked at briefly

before the start of the Peleta trip in August 2006 and we both

wanted to have a closer look, but we ended up with a little more

fun than we bargained for. We were diving this site over a

weekend so the dive base was a little crowded, but George’s

brother Stavros Triantafillou came along to fend off the local

girls for us and look after our surface kit as well as being a

superb diver’s helper.     

 

Saturday October 6 2007

Vouliagmeni Well cave is located in the middle of a narrow inlet

used as a local swimming spot in the sea on the eastern side of

Athens. It’s a sink hole with a very high inflow and no outflow

at any time. Very little is known about the hydrology but it

appears to be linked in some way with the Vouliagmeni Lake

about 1km up the road. Reports from locals say that the inflow is

less bad on some days than on others. It may be affected by wind

or moon states but as the Mediterranean has no tide it cannot be

this. The cave was the scene of three American diver’s deaths

thirty odd years ago, they were unable to exit the cave against the

inflow. It has been explored for about 150m terminating at a

narrow section. Our aim was to have a look at the end using re-

Mike swimming in well decorated parts in Diros.  Photo:  George Triantafillou
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breathers to reduce the time pressure to get back out again. The

dive line used was 10mm static rope and each of us carried a

jumar to get out again. Vassilis and George on open circuit were

to lay the line as far as they could and Andy and I on re-breathers

were to support and then look at the end. The inflow was truly

ridiculous and we all shot through the entrance restriction at the

bottom of the shaft at 30m basically out of control. The flow

decreased once through this section to something less scary. The

passage was 3m by 5m for most of its length and completely

covered in marine growth, crabs, sea urchins and in fact most of

the sea creatures that live off dead things! At around 80m we

passed another low section so the flow picked up again and at

around 110 m we passed the remains of one of the unfortunate

American divers. When Andy and I reached the end rift Vassilis

and George were on their way back out fighting against the

inflow. Both Andy and I had a very good look at the end at floor

level around 42m and high in the roof at about 28m, the rift was

seen to continue but too small for back mounted re-breathers but

we reckoned a diver in side mounts could make some progress.

We both then started back to the entrance. This was easier said

than done, the exertion was very high and we were forced to hold

the re-breather mouth pieces in place in a couple of sections. I

even succeeded in over breathing my re-breather at one point in

the entrance restriction. The work of breathing had got so high

that I could not move forward and breathe at the same time. Once

back at the bottom of the shaft and out of the flow we both

needed to rest before starting our ascent. When we got back into

the shallows to complete our long decompression the stress and

exertion ebbed away while we watched many young ladies

swimming around above us. Elena our support diver spent the

time making a fuss of us and then shouting at us if we looked to

long towards the surface. It didn’t matter much anyway as most

had gone home before

we could surface! 

Sunday October 7 2007

The aim of today’s dive

was for George to push

the end rift on side

mounted cylinders and

for me to support using

the re-breather and

carrying two cylinders of

open circuit in case

either diver needed.

George staged another

cylinder at the bottom of

the shaft just in case. We

were also to try and

remove as much of the

10mm dive line on exit

as possible. Armed with

a bit of knowledge the

entry into the cave was a

bit more controlled than

yesterday even though

the flow was no better,

but I could not help

wondering how Andy

had got out of diving and

was sunning himself top

side with some excuse about a snotty nose! George and I made

speedy progress to the end where upon George inserted himself

into the terminal rift. He made about 10m of progress getting into

a small chamber and reaching a depth of 36m with the rift seen

to continue on. Further progress could have been made but the

diver had run out of 10mm line and made a relieved exit. We

both then started to sort the dive line but it could not be retrieved

from George’s rift and was cut free at this point. The belays were

undone on the way out and once back at the shaft after another

exhausting fight; the remaining line was pulled in and stuffed in

a tackle bag with the assistance of Elena who had arrived at the

bottom of the shaft. We were both totally wasted and very

relieved to be back on the decompression stops. With a total dive

time of 130 minutes, around half of which was extremely

stressful, neither diver has any intention of going to the end of

this cave again. This is a truly horrible cave with the out come of

a broken line or serious equipment failure pretty obvious, passing

our American friend was a little sobering, there are far nicer

places to dive.   

The final two days diving was to be in the Vouliagmeni Lake

about 1km up the road from the well. Vassilis said that this was

a special site and he was not wrong, after the last two stressful

dives we were looking forward to some pleasant deep water

swimming. We had one small problem on our first day though;

access to this site is a little difficult to say the least. Even with the

correct paperwork we were turned away on a technicality and

spent three hours on a Greek paper chase in the local government

office sorting out the problem, this was not made any easier when

it turned out neither Andy or I had any ID on us! Don’t forget to

carry your passport when attempting to cave or dive in Greece.

But with much hard work from Vassilis, George and Elena we

   Mike in more well decorated cave in Diros       Photo:  George Triantafillou
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eventually overcame the problem and we were in.  

Monday October 8 2007

Vouliagmeni Lake is located just on the eastern outskirts of

Athens, it is a hydrothermal spring that runs off into the sea just

across the road. The large surface lake, surrounded by high

limestone cliffs on three sides is used as a local warm water

swimming spa and is commercially run. The water temperature

is around 26.c on the surface and it gets warmer the deeper you

go. The entrance to the cave is located behind a large rock fall

under the cliff. Andy and I were guided across the lake to be

shown the entrance area lines by Vassilis. On reaching the

descent point we were amazed at the size of the cave under us

and at the 40 m plus visibility. We descended to a small window

at -38 meters and passed through it into the cave proper, at this

point it got really big. The known cave is around 800 meters long

and we estimated 80-100 meters wide with maximum depths

found at 120 m in some places. It is really one very large

chamber with dive lines going to different parts of it. The source

of the water and way on has been lost; there was no noticeable

flow even in the window at 38m. Vassilis soon left Andy and I to

get on with it and turned back at 50 m plus. We were both

running Helium mixtures in the re-breathers allowing us to play

in the depths with confidence. We both swam down the centre of

the chamber at a depth of 55-60 meters feeling incredibly small

until we came across the right hand wall and followed this for a

while. A descending line was then followed until I stopped at

77m and Andy at 85m. We then returned to our decompression

at the entrance very impressed with what we had seen and

looking forward to another deep dive tomorrow. 

This then returns me to the start, after talking with George and

Vassilis we were informed of a line that went deep near the

entrance and was tied off at 80 odd meters, as a last dive this

seemed a little irresistible to us and we may even be able to take

the cave deeper in that area if all was going well, and so we did.

After surfacing and chilling for a bit we spent the evening in

some dodgy clubs again! This time with a transvestite bar person

thing! Luckily you don’t find too much of that on Mendip. The

following day we spent packing and preparing to drive back

home. Our last night was spent in the Speleo club giving a talk

and catching up with friends and sharing caving news. After

another late night we awoke to drive back to Patras and get the

ferry to Italy. What was really nice was that Vassilis on his

motorbike escorted us out of the city and George Elena and

Jenny Elenas sister escorted us back to the Corinth canal were

after many goodbyes we were allowed at last to travel on our

own again. This October’s trip in Greece would not have been

possible for us without the help and dedication of Vassilis,

George and Elena who sorted the mountain of paperwork and

guided us through Greek bureaucracy to allow us to dive again

in Hellas. We are again in your debt to allow us to cave and dive

in your fantastic country. But the adventures were not quite over

we had 1200 miles of driving to do and a twenty hour ferry trip

all in three days, but first we had to sell 17kg of white granules

to a man we had never met in the port of Patras!   

Ireland   SUI-ICRO
Friday October 26 2007 - Monday October 29 2007      Les, Wendy, Chris, Cookie, Hatstand and Bex

Ireland... God's own country for cavers, majestic architecture

with rousing backdrops, a relaxed pace of life set amidst lush

sprawling countryside. Suicro.. God's own convention for cavers,

majestic hotel with rousing breakfasts, relaxed closing time at

the bar... lots of sprawling lush cavers.

Suicro symposium (SUI-ICRO Speleological Union of Ireland

and Irish Cave Rescue Organisation) is comparable to other

conventions only in that it is for cavers and there is drink

involved, the rest is done in the inimitable style of the Irish,

which is a relaxed affair with flexible schedules, less emphasis

on getting a lot done and rather more emphasis on getting a lot

drunk and then maybe doing something too. With this kind of

behaviour on the cards, my invite to join some mates and head

on over was considered a call of destiny and treated accordingly.

So after a relaxed journey over we arrived early Friday

afternoon and upon checking in decided to go and have a look

at the Burren which is a seemingly barren and lifeless plateau of

limestone, scarred by the elements and pitted by rainfall.

Walking along these cliffs is an education in itself as to how

limestone can be shaped and weathered into almost alien

designs, we passed several caves including 'Hell' which was a

diver's cave and Urchin cave which we couldn't see due to the

tide being so high up.

Les forgot his camera but decided to carry the case around

anyway, after all it is the thought that counts! Cookie

remembered his and went about taking some excellent photos of

huge waves shooting up the cliffs and so I decided to do some

posing when this happened...

...."Yellow Sea King taxi for one please....I'll just get my coat"...
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Les explained that you should never turn your back on the sea,

but after a while forgot his own rule and got soaked with the rest

of us, this was the first of many times that Les got wet this

weekend. Later that night we met with Hatstand and Bex and

after an ambrosial Irish stew at Mc Dermott's we retreated for

what was to become the last real sleep we would get that

weekend.

Saturday October 27 2007   Doolin River Cave; Arun view to

Fisherstreet Pot.

After a great breakfast and with a hard bit of caving ahead we set

off for Doolin to pre-rig the Fisher street pot that was to be not

only our exit but also our beer ticket much later on. It was fair to

say that there had been quite a lot of rain, and the locals used

various colourful adjectives to describe the numerous ways it had

been pissing it down in the week, it was later (thankfully much

later) discovered in a lecture on Sunday night that the symposium

was statistically held on the wettest weekend of nearly every

year.

We kitted up in the main street of Doolin which was interesting

to say the least, Les reminded everyone that this was a very

Catholic area and although it was inevitable and perhaps

inappropriate that I would have to strip naked, I compensated for

this by chanting the lord's prayer throughout. It may even have

done some good because upon entering the cave and seeing the

amount of debris that was stuck to various parts of the roof and

walls, it was apparent that this cave flooded out and on quite a

frequent basis; initially it was very much a meander, a lot like the

crabwalk but due to various detritus and rubbish down in the

streamway we had to traverse it from up high. It got smaller quite

quickly and fairly soon we were faced with the stream running

through a very low and narrow tube, rising waters in great big

chambers is one thing, but when you are laying down int he

stream with the roof an inch above your head, you can almost

hear the rain starting to fall.

It went on a ways but soon we were out and looking for the

second bit of crawling that would bring us into bigger chambers,

after a few wrong turns we back tracked and found the next flat

out crawl that led to the way on, this one was slightly more

hospitable and soon we were into much bigger meanders and the

banter was less nervous and kicked back into overdrive.

It was a very wet trip and a lot of the sport came from crawling

through streamways and ducking under formations.. the

formations were absolutely pristine, they stretched down the

walls like giant strands of white and yellow kelp, and the walls

were like white chocolate viennetta all the way along, there came

a point when the passage straightened out and some superb

formations could be seen, a lot of the time they had to be avoided

via flat out crawls in the stream bed and there were sections that

you could almost float your way through whilst admiring the

pretties, like some bizarre tourist trip, just without the boat or the

tour guide.

Soon we came into the main stream and it was roaring on down,

no-one failed to notice the fresh mud that was banked up to the

roof and the odd bit of newly deposited greenery poking out it,

the water got deeper here and there were points where I got to

enjoy a bit of swimming. After a long time of walking down

stream and trying not to think about rain and bog bursts, we saw

the small shaft of daylight that was Fisher street pot and scurried

up the ladder we had rigged some hours earlier. I went up the

ladder practically using my arms alone and I was proud of how

fit I was starting to get, I even managed to observe all the

calls....some more than others. After shooting some 20 feet up I

looked down only to discover 3 or 4 metres of slack lifeline

which instantly led to several panicked calls of "take in".. which

was completely my fault for going entirely too fast.

Upon exiting we were muddy, soaked through, mildly relieved

and with me grinning from ear to ear we set off walking down the

streets of Doolin, what occurred next was something that none of

us could have ever anticipated and could well go down in the

annals of 'all time stupidest questions asked by tourists....ever'.

The sun had shown up as a brief interlude to what felt like a day

of rain and as we walked down the main street of Doolin we were

stopped by a woman driving a people carrier, the conversation

went like this;

Woman; "Are you playing music?"

Les; "Music?"

Woman; "Yes... Are you playing music"

Les; "No."

With that she drove off and left us to pick up the pieces of her

utter stupidity, which involved bending double whilst laughing

for a good thirty minutes, even Les couldn't get a witty retort in,

it was all too shocking. We related this story to various locals

and soon enough it became a thing of myth and we got to be

known as 'The band'.

Sunday October 28 2007   Poulnagollum 

After staying up until 5am to prove a point with Cookie and Bex,

I was looking forward to a refreshing trip down what was to be

a very memorable cave, again there had been more rain and little

did we know what was in store for us within.

After being a little apprehensive about the climb down, due to the
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rocks being slick from the rains I

somehow ended up at the bottom

and we regrouped and went

inside, immediately (as with

Doolin) we were faced with

another flat out tube that was very

wet and went on for a very long

time. It must be a rule in Ireland

that no self-respecting cave is

allowed to be enjoyed without

first having to thrutch through

squalor and misery, after some

motivational moaning we entered

the start of the meandering

streamway and that was when it

really got interesting.

All the way along the narrow

meandering streamway was foam,

freshly deposited above us.. at

some points almost 3 metres

above us in fact, it felt threatening

as we were clearly coming in on

the back of a very recent flood

pulse and there were times that it

almost felt like the cave was

taunting us simply by marking out

it's dangerous potential at every

climb, corner and duck. A lot of

the time we were wading up to waist deep and there were at least

two times that I confirmed a critical point 4 (over my head),

whilst other more sensible cavers traversed above us. At one

point Hatstand tried to dodge a great heap of foam by going

above it, and so for a bit of light relief Cookie and myself

dragged it along with us, Hatstand was decidedly ungrateful at

our display of kindness and destroyed all my precious bubbles,

bastard!

In the distance, long before we got to it, a dull roar could be

heard above the usual drone of the streamway and as we drew

nearer the noise became almost physical as all the hairs on the

back of my neck were standing up, we were approaching the

pitch and it had already announced itself.

Branch passage was a good 8 metres down what is usually a

small water cascade, what we were greeted with was a roaring

waterfall that was so loud as to feel almost threatening, the plan

was to use a sling as a harness and abseil down, pulling the rope

through behind us. Once this was done there was no going back,

so we kitted up and Les rigged it and descended.. it was clear

from the reaction of Cookie and Les that this level of water was

'interesting' and so once I had finished faffing around making a

harness out of my sling, I followed Hatstand down the pitch. The

water was violent to say the least and I would rather cut the rope

than get stuck in that kind of torrent, but really all I could think

about whilst going down was how amazing this all was, I felt

alive again and with everyone screaming "DOWN DOWN

DOWN" and then yanking the rope so as to pull people away

from the raging bottom, it was a memory I will treasure.

Everyone was in high spirits now, even though we had pulled the

rope through and sealed our fate win or lose.. even the fresh foam

and turgid waters no longer bothered us as we surged on down to

the connection that heralded the next part of the round trip, a

long and arduous trek upstream which at times had almost half a

meter of fast flowing water fighting to get past or take us with

it..Hatstand pointed out how alien the walls seemed, with such

tiny scallops it all seemed very surreal.

After a very long time walking upstream we passed a thundering

waterfall and from this point on we were homefree, the best part

was turning a corner and literally finding ourselves bathed in

sunlight from the open sky above. It felt like we had literally

fallen out of one world and into another, a very stark and

wonderful contrast, as if the cave was suddenly done with us and

we were abruptly evicted despite wanting more.

The trip was amazing and that is twice in as many days that we

have ridden on the back of a very real floodpulse, what amazing

and thought provoking caving!

Later that day we enjoyed some great talks at the conference and

utterly humiliated ourselves in the symposium quiz, everyone

was still on a high from the trip and the craic was good. The next

day we had a late start and so didn't have time for a third trip,

instead we went for a roam around the cliffs of Moher and then

made our way back home.

It is safe to say that Ireland kicked my ass, the caving was

fantastic, the symposium was superb and the laughs were at

critical mass. Many thanks to one and all and especially to Les

and Wendy for driving and to both Cookie and Les for leading

the trips, it was some of the best caving I have done to date and

it felt all the more special for the conditions we did it in. I'd

recommend the symposium to anyone, and the caving is amazing.

Guinness tastes better in Ireland.
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Lava Tube Caves in Tennerife.       December 2007
Andy Morse, Ian Timney, Les Williams, Dave Murphy.

Up until now a great deal of my

travelling has been done alone and the

last bit of international adventure I had

was probably as a teenager on a

package tour to France, and so there

were two very big differences with this

trip, the first being was that I wasn't

alone, I was with a group of friends

who actually liked the same things that

I did, and the second was that I was

now old enough to buy beer, excellent!

When I think of Tenerife it brings to

mind images of 'mad for it' Brits in

union jack T'shirts, pissing off the

locals and parading themselves down

the streets after a dodgy paella and a

bucket full of Stella, destined to wind

up in some ex-pat run resort that is

sterilised of culture and bereft of

flavour, I'm fairly sure it is the last

place on Earth I'd be wanting to go.

Luckily Tenerife isn't like that, well

most of it anyhow... a quick scramble

through the airport, avoiding the sombrero clad package

operators and desperate touts with fliers directing you to "the

maddest pissup on the island" and we were away up into the

mountain roads, climbing our way to thin air and freedom.... well

almost.. we took a wrong turn upon leaving the airport and spent

an hour getting back on track, to be fair we were all slightly

comatosed from an extremely early flight coupled with the fact

that shortly after take off our pilot turned on the speakers and

introduced himself as 'Johnny Quest'... it was easy to see that this

trip was going to be a break from the norm.

Day one; Cueva De Samara, Cueva De Los Pajoros

With Andy Morse and his partner Wendy already settled into the

villa in Los Silos, all that remained was for the rest of us to meet

them there, 'us' consisted of the unshakable and extremely well

travelled Ian Timney, the inimitable part caver part rally car

driver that was Les and the extremely nervous passenger that was

myself. To say that we were driving at high altitude was an

understatement as the first thing that really struck me was that I

was looking down and not up at the clouds, if we went off the

edge here I wouldn't just have time to think about things on the

way down, I'd be able to write a will and maybe even make a

farewell phonecall or two before we even got close to hitting the

ground.

Luckily Les is a good driver and whilst slowing down for corners

seemed to be something that only hapenned to other people, we

had soon two wheeled our way around the Island and had pulled

up at Cueva De Samara which was to be my first experience of

a lava tube. The landscape was breathtaking with great expanses

of ash and boulders as far as I could see, it was a scene so far

removed from the verdant hills I've spent my life amongst, as to

seem utterly alien by comparison. The rocks had a glassy texture,

and they grated beneath my feet with an almost metallic sound,

trees dotted the area and served as one of the scant few reminders

that there was life even here, and as stark and vast as this

landscape felt, it was completely dwarfed by Mount Teide which

loomed over everything like some rock behemoth consuming the

horizon.

The caves were small and shallow but they gave me a good idea

of what was to come, the walls looked like melted wax as if they

had oozed their way into formation (which of course they had) it

wasn't hard to imagine great flows of magma cooling on the

surface and forming these hollowed out tubes, after taking some

photos we were off to our next cave.

When I arrived in Tenerife I assumed we were going to be

renting out a 4x4 all terrain, bells and whistles lava mobile that

would cope with anything we could throw at it, imagine my

surprise then, when we ended up driving out of the depot in a

little Red Kia... this was as nothing however in comparison to the

utter astonishment I felt when Les roared it off the road and sent

us hurtling down a dirt track. In the end I gave up trying to keep

my head still to look around me and so the only thing that

assured me we were still touching the ground was the comforting

sound of rocks smashing into the undercarriage, it turns out that

any car can be a 4x4 if you have the right insurance... apparently

hire cars only last for an average of six months in Tenerife, at

this rate ours would be lucky to make six days.

Our next cave was Cueva De Los Pajoros  which was huge and

had the biggest gate on it I had ever seen, that also happened to

be locked up firmly, and while usually this might have been the

end of the story, the people who had built the gate had failed to

factor in the ingenuity of cavers and so while it had beaten us

today, we would be back later in the week to an altogether

different outcome.

Once we had got sorted with the villa we headed out for dinner

at a local seafood restaurant where I witnessed one of the worst
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sagas to ever befall a plate of grilled prawns, it was safe to say

that it was one of the longest starters in history, so long in fact

that Les was still working on them whilst everyone else was

eating their mains, the waiter had to beat an incredulous retreat

with his next course and a member of the public couldn't stand to

watch it anymore and came over to berate him.

Day two; Cueva De San Marcos

Unlike the caves of the previous day, Cueva De San Marcos was

wide open and a couple of kilometres in length, the entrance was

in the middle of a cliff about 200 foot up, and as we traversed to

it I tried not to pay too much mind to the entire town that was

sprawled out below us.

Ian took some time to practise photography and I took some time

to stand around posing for it, the results were brilliant and the

cave was very large, with great wide passages it was like walking

through dried up river beds hemmed in by massive smooth banks

of rock, sometimes as high as three or four metres with rocky

bumps and spurs stuck to them where bursts of lava must have

shot out of the stream and cooled to their final resting place.

It doesn't take much imagination to envision how this place must

have looked whilst it was in full flow and after a bit of crawling

we arrived at a chamber containing a large lava pool that felt

almost unnatural to walk over... it was very surreal to see

something that had all the visual characteristics of liquid and yet

was completely solid, and whilst it had cooled hundreds or

perhaps even thousands of years previously, my legs still weren't

convinced.

At the beach bar sometime later we discussed the colonisation of

Mars and how food drops would need to be fired into the surface,

upon which Ian explained that the entire mission would be

doomed to failure as all the biscuits would be broken. With these

weighty matters on our minds we went out to eat and I drank too

much, last thing I recall was Ian draining a bottle of spirits that

looked like it had been filled with the contents of an allotment,

leaves, bark and roots.. very odd, Christ knows how I got home,

although I somehow managed to get my video camera out in time

to watch Ian drift off and nearly fall off his chair.

Day Three; Cueva De Los

Pajoros - Victory

Waking up with a horrendous

hangover I decided to take a

walk down to the beach to

clear my head; if anyone else

had been gazing out to sea at

this time they would have

found their scenic view (and

possibly their entire day)

so m ewhat  ru ined  by a

shambling figure staggering

along the shoreline and

vomiting in rockpools, not

good.

I managed to pull it together

eventually and once we had

packed our walkie talkies we

were off to try and find the

hidden entrance to Los Pajoros

that had eluded Andy and

many others for more than five

years now.

The gate to this place is huge and worthy of respect but it clearly

wasn't made with cavers in mind and so while the rest of us were

stomping around trying to find the ungated and elusive second

entrance Les came through on the radios and said that he had

found a way in and that we should meet him back at the gate

Anyhow it turned out that while Les was studying the gate in his

capacity as Conservation and Access officer, a pile of rocks at

the side of it had fallen down before his very eyes, access was

sorted then, but in the name of conservation he decreed that

someone would have to go in and rebuild the pile; in fact he

reckoned it might be a four man job.... which was handy as there

was exactly four of us.

This tube was monstrous, the survey listed it as 80metres or so

when in fact it was nearer to 300, no wonder we couldn't trace

the other entrance from the surface.. we were way off! Now that

we were inside, Les and myself went on ahead to find it from

within, while Andy and Ian set up to take some photos. It got

pretty flat out in some places but eventually we popped out of a

very small hole which was a long distance from where we

thought we would end up, the reason they probably didn't gate

this one was because they'd never have been able to find it

without the help of cavers. I went back and forth several times

helping the others set up, passing things to Les, and rebuilding

the initial access point... by the end of it I had clocked up nearly

five through trips and proclaimed myself as the official Los

Pajoros leader, any longer in there and I'd have started charging.

Later that night we met the Tajinaste (who aren't a firm but in

fact a club that partake in climbing and caving) in Santa Cruz and

drank beer whilst communicating in the universal language that
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is caving, big drops, carbide lamps and lava crawling with no

kneepads. We ate out at a Chinese and it took the manager ten

minutes to process my credit card earning him the title of

PICNIC (Problem In Chair Not In Computer) I wisely stayed

sober.

Day Four; Cueva Del Viento, Entrada de Los Piquetes,

Entrada Las Breveritas.

Today provided us with one of the

hardest and most satisfying trips I'd

experienced in my time over here and

it changed my perception about lava

tubes being big and easy... more than

once I wondered just what on earth I

was doing here.

The first part of Cueva Del Viento

(which is 18 kilometres long) was

through an entrance called Breveritas,

which was behind some bushes in a

wasteland, we dropped down and

trudged along the large passageways

until we reached a locked gate (which

was completely caver proof) and

returned back to explore in the other

direction. Tree roots had broken

through the roof here and hung down

in tendrils like some bizarre

biological formation, the air was also

quite damp and pungent and so we

took some swift photos and headed

topside to take a look at the second

entrance.

The second entrance was in someones yard and was not only

completely overgrown but had also been used as a rubbish tip,

the smell was very offputting and Andy asked the two women

watching us from a balcony above if we were OK to enter,

clearly thinking we were insane they shrugged and then watched

with a mixture of curiosity and bewilderment as Andy battled his

way through the foilage and vanished from view. As all this was

going on, children shot down the road on makeshift wooden

boards that were capable of incredible speeds, while parents and

bystanders looked on approvingly. It was touching to see kids

having fun and I couldn't help but grimace when it occurred to

me that this kind of thing would probably be banned in the UK

on the grounds of Health and Safety.

It was my turn to enter now and I tried to avoid getting buried by

the great heap of crap that had accumulated at the entrance,

clearly this cave was rarely traversed, if at all and so once

everyone was in we began to check out every possible side

passage and lead. Most of the time this involved some fairly

technical climbing that was best left to Les, at other times it

involved something called 'Combined tactics' which involved

pushing me up awkward climbs and laughing when I was out of

sight!

We soon got into more serious cave and with most of the houses

above built illegally we didn't have to go far in before we started

seeing (and smelling) signs of sewage and at one point a rat

hurtled off down the passage and into the depths.... nice! Still,

there was an elusive breeze and so while the others took photos,

Les and myself headed further down, and down.... and down, for

a very long way and all the while observing lots of possible side

passages worth checking out on the way back. Eventually the

main passage we had followed ended in a lava sump and so we

headed up to meet the others, on the way I pushed a tube that

went into some flat out crawling and Les came along to take a

look. By now we had covered a lot of ground, possibly 2k or

more and when we met the others I'd worked up a sweat. I

currently don't have have much to offer a caving party by way of

technical skill and I lack the experience of my comrades and so

really the only thing I can bring to the table is that I am always

keen (even if that is with a capital S as Les likes to point out),

and so as we are considering starting the trek back up, Andy

appears and mentions he has found a passage that "goes on until

next week" and he wants to push a tight squeeze at the end of it

but needs moral support... foolishly I jump at the chance to lend

my assistance.

What he didn't mention was that most of it... 300 metres in fact

was flat out crawling on lava, now for anyone who has yet to

experience thrutching along lava I can only imagine it is like

swimming in a bottle bank and I so there I was busy earning my

300 metre proficiency badge in stupidity. We came to a squeeze

that was very close to my limit and as spikes and shards of lava

broke off all along my back I pushed myself through it bit by bit,

my belt became snagged and I moved my hand to free it a little

too fast, which resulted in me slicing it quite badly. The end

result was that I emerged the other side of the squeeze with my

oversuit shredded and my arms and legs bleeding from several

lacerations, I didn't want to show concern but it is at times like

this that you recall the sewage and the rats and the fact that the

last Tetanus injection I had was 12 years ago... nothing to worry

about then...

We carried on and made it to the squeeze that Andy wanted to

push, however it turned out to be just that little bit too tight and

although he could see unsurveyed passageway beyond, we
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wouldn't be able to get there without tools. On the way back part

of my new boots literally just fell off from all the abuse they had

been getting, we arrived at the squeeze that had given me so

much hassle the first time and Andy tried to sneak in front of me

in case I ended up getting stuck, but being a bastard I dived on in

and Andy threatened to gnaw his way out if I didn't get a move

on.

We eventually made it out and I recall coming topside, bleeding,

tired and covered in crap.. whilst down there I had pocketed a

pretty looking pebble only to discover that upon exiting I no

longer even had a pocket. It was the last cruel blow from what I

considered to be a complete tosser of a cave, but part of me was

buzzing... it was great fun and I really enjoyed the more sporting

side of lava tubing, I was on top of the world and I'll almost

certainly return for round two someday, you can also rest assured

that when I do it will be with a chisel in one hand and a sodding

great hammer in the other!

Day Five; Cueva Las Mechas

Driving up into Tacaronte we wanted to check out a cave that

had previously always been locked and so once we arrived we

were pleasantly surprised to find that someone had removed the

lock. Not that it mattered because our C&A officer had already

found a secondary entrance that would have rendered the gate

obsolete anyhow, so we made our way inside and although it

wasn't a big cave it was very photogenic. Andy initially took a

different route from us and ended up finding some new lava tube

all of his own, clearly it wasn't as good as ours though, because

he was soon thrutching his way back to join us.

We also checked out 'Labrada' another nearby cave that was

firmly locked and gated and I couldn't help but feel annoyed as

there were no signs of how to obtain a key or if in fact it was

even possible to do so. It made me realise how good cavers have

it in the UK with access and conservation, whereas it seems

conservation here is an absolute and access is not an option.

However I'm sure what is right for the caver isn't always right for

the cave, and with that thought in mind I decided not to dwell on

the issue and make the most of the caves that we could see, after

all we had already had a fantastic run so far.

On the way back Les took our hire car to places most 4x4s would

struggle with, and so like a bunch of paparazzi we scampered

alongside taking photos of it as it was put through its paces, and

with each puddle being a potential 11 kilometre walk to the

nearest town, we thought lightening the load might be the most

prudent plan of action.

Day Six; Climbing Teide, Lunar Landscape. Here... at the end

of all things.

If you told me I would be climbing a mountain six months ago I

wouldn't have believed it, yet today found me at the very highest

point in Spain with a 360 degree view of the entire island of

Tenerife. Maybe it was the sulphur fumes or the thin air and high

altitude that had addled my brain, but I couldn't help thinking that

there was something quite spiritual about climbing a mountain,

you can almost imagine it as a manifestation for all the crap that

comes with general life, it's a struggle but if you persevere you

can fight your way to the top of it and then stick two fingers up

to everything all at once. It was very satisfying to sit at the

summit and think about all the other less interesting things I

could have done with this day, and perhaps even my life... and of

course there were many, and it prompted me to send a text to a

few friends, some I haven't seen for months and some I doubt I

will ever see again.

I wasn't very trusting of the cable car (that wire doesn't look thick

enough) and the only reason I got up without much fuss was

because I watched it through my camera screen and pretended it

was on TV, on the way back I stood in the middle and took a

keen interest in the floor, in fact I couldn't take my eyes off it.

So that's a good days work then, time for the pub... but wait,

Andy wants to check out something called 'The Lunar Landscape'

which is apparently a nice easy trek that involves taking in some

beautiful scenery along the way. It sounded good, quick and

simple and so being the trusting types we agreed to take a look,

after all what could possibly go wrong?

Upon reflection, trusting our lives and our equally precious beer

time to a guidebook was the wrong decision to make, it was

cheerily dubbed as an "easy walk" with paths that were "hard to

miss" no surprise then, when it turned into a complete bloody

farce. It didn't help that the path was almost untraceable at times

and also that most of it was uphill, and so there we were...lost,

and after an hour of uncertainty the atmosphere was becoming

mutinous. Les had vanished into the wilderness, Andy clutched
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hold of his guidebook as if it was the bloody bible itself, and Ian

was thrashing his way up the slope threatening to throw a

'wobbly' if we didn't start going downhill very soon, all that was

left was for me to laugh in absolute hysterics at our

predicament... so I did..... and just as we had begun to shake our

fists at Andy and were considering burning his book, we spotted

the lunar landscape.

Now although I realise that trees probably don't grow on the

moon, I can see how it got its name. I admit to being impressed

as I beheld great towers of white pumice looming through the

trees like marble minarets, a wonderful and almost dazzling

contrast to the orange dirt and sand we had grown accustomed to.

It was a strange sort of pearly oasis at the end of a huge canyon

and I think we all stopped moaning long enough to agree that it

was exceptionally scenic and well worth the walk.... Then we

spotted the route back which was almost vertical and everyone

had a bloody great tantrum.

Day Seven (last day), Cueva Hoya da San Felipe and the

godfather of Tenerifian caving requests a meeting

As is always the case we managed to save the best until last, and

today's trip really was the ultimate highlight... what started with

all the intentions of a quick bit of caving planned in the late

afternoon, ended up with us leaving the cave after more than a

few hours on a real high from doing some amazing exploration

with names such as 'Andy's glory hole', 'Les' bypass' and

'Timneys peeper' attributed to various parts of it.

The entrance was in the gutter at the side of a very busy main

road, and it was amusing to see motorists rubbernecking as we

crawled our way in, once we got inside the others went ahead and

checked out leads whilst I did some filming, it didn't take long

for them to reach the end and come back, by which time I had

spotted a flat out crawl situated about two metres up the cave

wall. Jokingly I told Andy there was glory within, and after five

minutes he had proven me right, once Andy had disappeared, Les

and Ian were so sure that this crawl came out at a point near the

entrance that they had headed back up to try for a voice

connection. Sure enough they had got the connection, but not

from a tunnel exit but rather it was from a small two inch wide

hole in the cave rock with Andy on the other side at the top of a

three metre climb in a huge bit of previously unseen chamber.

Ian remained at the peephole whilst myself and Les headed into

the flat out crawl to join Andy and see if we could get down the

climb.. which turned out to be overhanging... the chamber was

gigantic and was cut through the middle by a perfectly formed

canyon that stretched like a black ribbon into the gloom. Whilst

i talked to Ian through the peephole, Andy and Les vanished

down an unpushed passage and were long gone... after a while I

got a shout from Les to come on in and so headed down to a

desperately tight squeeze that Andy had apparently struggled

through, clearly he had failed to spot the bypass alongside the

squeeze but luckily Les didn't and so eventually the three of us

regrouped at the start of a gigantic lava tube.

Excitement was high because these new lava tubes made the ones

at the entrance look tiny, and bones were strewn everywhere..

this was clearly a place that had hardly ever been traversed and

so just as I had started to grow accustomed to it all, Les hooted

from up ahead and we hurried forward into what has to be the

biggest chamber I had seen in my time here. It was absolutely

gigantic, apparently lava tubes can only get to a certain size

before they become too big and can no longer support

themselves, and if that is the case, this one was pushing it. What

a thrill it was to have thrutched, climbed and traversed so far

beyond the known survey and into some of the best cave we had

seen all week, it wasn't lost on any of us and Les and Andy's

excitement was like a stamp of approval, fantastic.

Alas! we had to cut short our exploration as we were expected

for dinner and had got carried away and gone way over time, on

the way back we found a skull that was later revealed to be from

a lizard which apparently could grow up to a metre long and was

now extinct.. bloody hell!

Later that night we met with Alfredo who is one of the most

knowledgeable cavers in Tenerife, there wasn't a detail he didn't

seem to know about any cave or passage within it and with a

mixture of Spanish, English and frenzied sign language we

communicated over dinner about caves past and present and the

possibility of future trips. Alfredo had been instrumental in

surveys and conservation to a great many of the caves in Tenerife

and had even helped to write the guidebook that we had all been

relying on throughout our time there. It was a real pleasure to

meet him and I look forward to returning one day to go caving

with him.

Time really does fly when you are having fun and so it seemed

that within the mere blink of an eye we were back at the airport

and preparing to go home, as we waited I regarded the various

holiday makers in their 'kiss me quick' sombreros swapping

numbers with people they probably shared nothing in common

with other than nationality or choice of resort, and I wondered

how my time away could compare with their own. I didn't get a

tan, in fact I'm fairly positive that there were times I was crawling

through human sewage, nor did I take a ride on a banana boat or

swim in a heated pool, and yet I had plenty of adrenalin and felt

like I had acheived something. Was I really that different from all

these people that my definition of a good time would be

something that would seem almost crazy to them? It didn't matter

because I wasn't alone in my madness and so my mental

comrades and I drank some beer, boarded our plane and returned

home from one of the best vacations I have ever had.

Johnny Quest flew the plane again, stamping that final seal of

lunacy on what was a comical seven days.

Many thanks to Andy and Wendy, Les and Ian for making it the

adventure that it was. 

The Paris Catacombes   Dave Murphy, Cookie, Oxygen Thief (OT),  Paulo, Root and Rubber Duck.

As underground experiences go, this has to be one of the most

unique I have been on so far... to try and compare it to anything

artificial that I've done previously wouldn't be doing it justice,

after all.. how often is it that you get to explore beneath one of

the most famous cities on Earth?

Paris, home of cuisine, culture and grand architecture, a beautiful
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city that seems to embrace modernity with two feet still firmly

planted in tradition and yet beneath the bustling streets and

avante garde lifestyles there lies an entire underworld of tunnels

and chambers that stretch and wind for miles in an almost

labyrinthine fashion; great sprawling passages that taper off into

the darkness as if to seem almost endless and yet along the way

they are emblazoned with art and sculptures that would make

perhaps even the most prominent galleries and museums look

bland, it is old too and contains quarries and workings which can

be dated right back to Roman times.

With several hundred kilometres of known network the

catacombs could almost stretch across the length and breadth

of the city itself, and while such an enormous and vast

underground complex might give the impression of isolation

and foreboding, this is not the case at all.

So although Paris may posses what is arguably some of the

finest and most historical buildings in the world, it wasn't the

Eiffel tower or even the Notre-Dame that caused me to catch

the 14:05 London to Gare De Nord. it wasn't even the beer or

the promise of “All you can eat escargot”. My experience was

going to involve kneepads, a helmet complete with caving light

and a sleeping bag, and while I would have liked to spend some

time sightseeing, it was the sights that most people would never

see that got me the most excited.

So it was that myself, Cookie, Oxygen Thief (OT), Paulo, Root

and Rubber Duck, disembarked from the Eurostar and met up

with Soloman for what was to be an adventure that none of us

could have expected or prepared for.

First stop was to the supermarket to stock up on rocket fuel and

then on to McDonald's where Root dispensed the all important

Immodium tablets to the group like some dodgy chemist

peddling narcotics.

Once we were all ready we got organised and OT and Paulo

made sure everyone knew how the trip was going to work and

then set off, destination underground.

Once we had gotten inside the catacombs proper there was a

parting of ways as OT and Paulo were keen to check out a

rumoured lead and we were left in the capable hands of Root

who was keen to lead his first trip down here.So with an intrepid

fire in our hearts and exploration fever in our eyes we set off into

the darkness of the catacombs for what was going to be a grand

old tour............Within thirty minutes we had been arrested.

Might not be able to live this one down............

...Well I say arrested, what actually transpired was that we

walked past some seemingly innocent fellow explorers only to

discover that they were in fact the legendary Catapolice. These

guys promptly surrounded us and made it very clear that we

weren't going anywhere, Root being a fearless leader and all

round good guy wasn't convinced that they were genuine and so

demanded ID, it was about then that we spotted the guns. All

thoughts of identification pretty quickly go out of the window

when you are faced with six guys carrying 9mm handguns, and

it was amazing, immediately we had gone from suspicious and

distrusting to cooperative and understanding, in fact we now

couldn't do enough to help these guys out.

We were given a full inquisition, every last detail was checked

whilst we were searched and we were told in no uncertain terms

that it was utterly forbidden to be here, they threw the terrorist

card at us and all manner of other potential offences and then

sentenced us to climb up the dodgiest ladder I have ever seen,

two or three rickety lengths of it tied together with string. I

wouldn't have minded freeclimbing it but they made us strap into

a harness and then tied our bags to our chest which resulted in me

trying to climb up bowlegged like some moronic looking

cowboy, with some guy up top poorly lifelining me whilst

kicking all manner of shit down the shaft and nearly braining his

comrade by dropping a krab, it was a bit farcical.

It was surreal and that wasn't the half of it, I emerged out of a

manhole into absolute bedlam, it was night time now and the

streets of Paris were lit up like some flashing blue rave - we were

surrounded by a police scrum, the language card is an invaluable

tool at times like this and I wielded my ignorance like a weapon.

When they initially caught us we ran into a big fat police chief

(Christ knows how he got down there) who ranted at me in

French.The minute he realised I was English "me no parlay voos

frankies!!" he dismissively waved me on with a resigned look on

his face that could easily have been translated to "sodding

English, can't be arsed with that!"

So I am stood topside trying not to fold up in absolute laughter

at our situation, I mean this is absolutely typical of the kind of

thing that invariably always happens to me. Part of me is quite

concerned however because this could be severe, so imagine my

surprise to turn around and find Cookie and Root taking photos

of us with the police. Some of the cops are even smiling and

joking, it was quite a contrast to a few minutes ago and in fact

after they had written our ID down they were pretty much done

with us. I was expecting a night in the cells or a fine but neither

occurred, in fact I'm fairly sure they wanted us to piss off out of

their sight because it soon became obvious that they had caught

tons of people down there, apparently there was a queue of at

least thirty people waiting to come up and get

lectured/fined/impounded. Just as we were departing we met two

Australian guys who we spoke to briefly before they were carted

off to the station (luckily we had ID, not having ID is an offence

over here and meant a trip to the station).  Kgnowme

Well that's it, we got away without a fine but now it's game over,

I'd been looking forward to this trip for a long time but it was
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getting late, we'd been caught and our details had been taken,

we'd lost OT and Paulo and so had no contacts and our morale

was rock bottom. I mean you'd have to have some serious

nerve/stupidity to get busted and then even consider going right

back in, that option would almost be inconceivable right?.

Well that's exactly what we did, within half an hour we had

regrouped, got back in contact with OT and Paulo (they'd gotten

caught too) formulated a new plan, reorientated ourselves and

headed back in for a

second attack. None

of us were prepared

to go home without

getting a proper trip

in, and so the game

of cat and mouse

tru ly began, the

venue was Paris, we

were the mice (plus

one hamster) and all

the cats had guns.

We were far from

alone though, I can't

stress enough how

fantastic the people

of Paris were; the city

even at midnight was

alive with cataphiles

and people greeting

us, everyone knew

what we were doing (we were hardly inconspicuous in helmets

and waders) and more than once they came over to help us with

advice and new ideas for insertion points. The cataphiles were in

full force too, we were walking past dark alleys and guys were

literally materialising from them with greetings and advice, one

guy had just been caught and fined but he couldn't stop to talk

because he was clutching a length of rope and in the process of

popping a manhole and going back down. No-one was put off by

the police, it was like a giant game and everyone was playing it,

a car stopped and a french guy shouted "Catacombs eh? Police

no? haha, well done!" the whole of Paris was at it, it seemed that

everyone had been under at some point in their lifes, a middle

aged woman with her kids in tow stopped and told us about her

experiences there, a guy helped us with our map and revealed he

was a French speleologist, it was a million miles from the big

impersonal city that I thought it would be, for tonight at least it

had all the feeling of a small town where everyone knew

everyone and it was almost touching to feel so welcome, it felt to

me that they were proud of their catacombs and pleased that we

would want to see it.

Fired up on these good vibes we made our second try at getting

our trip back on track but unfortunately this wasn't to be. Upon

approaching the entrance we could see lights in the distance and

whilst the others waited out of sight, Rubber Duck and myself

crept closer for a better look.. as we got nearer a lone cataphile

crawled out of a bush and explained that just behind him the

police had set a trap and were laying in wait, he urged us get out

of there asap. We retreated and once we were clear we began to

realise the scale of this operation, somehow even the fire brigade

was involved in it... it was closing in on 2am and we were

shattered from hours of walking and had started to accept that it

might all be over.

A quick call to OT and suddenly we had hope again, he was with

Paulo and they had met up with their cataphile contact and

intended to hit a completely different part of the catacombs and

hole up for the night, all we had to do was meet them there.

We managed to get into the metro only to discover it was closed

and so begged and pleaded two taxi drivers to grudgingly take us

in their cabs, Jim and myself had to strip off first as we were

caked in mud and so there I

was sat in a taxi half naked

riding through the streets of

Paris wondering how the hell it

had come to this.

We pulled up and once I got

dressed again we met up with

OT's contact 'Rug and were

somewhat surprised to meet up

again with the Australians that

we had previously seen carted

away in a police van.

We arrived at our intended

entry point only to discover that

it had been welded shut, and so

what came next will go down in

my memory as one of the best

entrances I have ever done.

Rug led us into the center of

one of the busiest spots in the

city and literally popped open a manhole cover, we had already

been briefed and dived our way inside and down the 70foot or so

of ladder to wait at the bottom and regroup.

Rug explained that we were his guests and so went in last and

effectively shut the 'door' behind us, it really did feel like a portal

between worlds and with the noise and light pollution from above

now gone, it was just us and the underworld... finally.

With his carbide lantern in one hand Rug led the way onwards

and through the maze pf passages, It reminded me of a film I
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once saw about the French resistance in the war, and as he strode

down the tunnel like some charismatic freedom fighter, I couldn't

help but wonder what purpose these tunnels would have served

in the past, some of it was ancient and Rug pointed out initials

and survey dates that were etched there in the eighth year of the

French Revolution and yet it was so well preserved as to seem

freshly carved. Rug took us to a room where the miners would

have once eaten and we sat around an old stone table drinking

beer where for the first time in nearly ten hours we could finally

unwind. Surrounded by the ambient glow of tea lights, we sat and

listened to Rug tell us about the catacombs, the people who

frequent it and the traditions they have within it. It was surreal

and one of the best memories I have for that weekend.

After a while we were moving on and took in several amazing

rooms including an old bunker that had some impressive

staircases within; and a room with faces carved into the walls,

there was a lot of walking and by the time we reached the final

room of the night many of us had been awake for almost 24

hours. It didn't matter though as Rug had saved the best for last;

We were told to wait while himself Paulo and OT went to

prepare the final room with tea lights and after five minutes we

were ushered in.

This last room was exquisite, as we entered we turned our lights

off and found ourselves in a chamber that was covered with wall

to wall carvings, faces and murals had been painstakingly

chiselled out of the limestone with exceptional detail and the

candlelight flickered throughout, bathing everything in a warm

light which made the place seemingly come alive, I regarded it

with silent reverence as I sat in a carved out alcove, drifting

somewhere between sleep and consciousness, and feeling

exceptionally lucky to be here.

It was nearing 7am now and the Australians and Rug had to leave

so we said goodbye and parted ways and OT led us further into

the network and to a room we could sleep in.

We all slept a few hours, ate some breakfast and prepared for

what was to be one of the most incredible exits I have ever heard

about.

We knew we were going to have to come out the same way we

came in and it was a dodgy entry even at 3am, it was now

lunchtime at the weekend and promised to be absolutely insane,

not only did we have the worry of getting out unhindered but also

the very real concern of people falling in, and so in a scene that

could have been straight out of the great escape OT and Paulo

popped the manhole and made a human barrier around the hole

as the rest of us emerged blinking into the Parrisiene equivalent

of Leicester square at rush hour. Bikes, mopeds, cars,

pedestrians.. they were all there, some of them aghast , some

laughing while others desperately tried to ignore the seven mud

and dust covered lunatics that had literally burst out of the

ground, a woman had slammed on the brakes of her bike and

stared at me in what I imagined to be a classic 'Sacre Bleu!'

moment, I even tipped my helmet and said bonjour.

The level of audacity we were displaying wasn't lost on any of

us- even OT and Paulo were psyched and after they made sure

the manhole was replaced and safe, we split into two smaller

groups and began our rapid but calm commute to a prearranged

meeting point.

We looked absolutely filthy and caused quite a spectacle in the

metro as people stared in wonder (or perhaps horror) at all the

mud and dust we were wearing, it wasn't long though until we

were back at our lockers and changed into clean clothes, fairly

soon after it was time for beer, food and reflection.

It was a trip of a lifetime, and a walk through a world that is

absolutely steeped in history, character and beauty, the people

were fantastic and the experience was pure adrenaline. I can't

begin to think about how audacious the whole thing was, we

nearly got arrested, fined, almost got caught again and yet we

still got into the catacombs and ended up on a rare trip with an

awesome guide that ended in the grand finale that was our crazy

escape.

If I had to do it over I wouldn't change a thing, we got to see the

cataphiles, the catapolice and the catacombs it was the whole

package and everything came together to make it a trip that I

doubt any of us will ever forget.

Many thanks to OT, Root, Rug and Paulo for making this what

it was, it was a privilege and I cannot wait to come back for

another trip.  Tres Bien!  Kgnowme
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Devon    Meeting. 
Being a complete rookie and also totally naive I eagerly agreed

to go on my first official Wessex club trip totally unsuspecting of

the madness I would have to face in the form of an epic festival

of half truths... outrageous bare faced lies, misinformation, dodgy

falls, tragic squeezes, an ale or two and of course a hell of a lot

of fun.

Packing my trade mark camo boiler suit and other assorted bits

of gear that are completely inappropriate for caving in, I met up

with Les and family to head on down to Buckfastleigh for a

weekend of "mostly socialising" however no sooner had we got

there and we were heading underground for the first trip of four.

Friday  Pridhamsleigh Cavern  Les, Chris (son of Les), Cookie,

Kgnowme

Les's thirteen (fourteen in the pub) year old son made his debut

appearance underground, which was something of a shocker and

raised the groups collective mental age quite substantially. With

our new found maturity we set off into the depths of

Pridhamsleigh where Les and son led the way with Chris caving

like a natural and offering various bits of sage advice on the odd

crawl that he deemed a little bit too small for giant gnomelike

folk. In my new found role of seniority and experience I was

prompted into a long droning speech that went along the lines of

"tight, you aint seen nothing yet!" little did I know at the time

that it was in fact I who had seen nothing yet, but you will have

to read the Afton Red Rift report to find out about that nugget of

misery.

We got to a large lake and a small climb out and up a bank

revealed a slide down into a passage with a smooth tube heading

back to the lake, according to Cookie it simply had to be done

and so I swung myself over and thrutched back up and through

it. Once I had confirmed that the water wasn't over welly depth,

aquaphobic Les gave it a go too, but not before we posted his son

through the hole from the other side, resulting in us having to

haul him back out only a few moments later.

We made our way to the cellar which looked like it was sumped,

Les climbed across and confirmed there was only about two

inches of air space and although we were all hoping he would fall

in on the way back, he demonstrated some rather epic climbing

skills and managed to stay dry.

Everyone scattered on the way back and we ended up meeting

again at the other side of the sumped duck where I practised

leaping across watery chasms and we all expressed amusement

at the prospect of Cookie falling in.

We thrutched over a very thin bit of calcite that stretched over a

deep looking pool and I squeezed through a hole and out into the

chamber above, soon we had picked up the exit trail and we

headed outwards into the night. Although not before Chris lost

his torch (no-one actually knows why he brought it in the first

place.... or in fact why he brought the alpine walking stick he had

packed in the Land rover prior to the trip) luckily Cookie

backtracked and managed to locate it.

Top trip and it was a pleasure to get a trip in with the youngest

of the Williams clan, who was a naturally able caver (I would

expect no less) and seemed to enjoy himself.

Later that night beer was consumed and there were reports that

I went to bed twice, this is untrue as clearly no-one can go to bed

twice.

Saturday  Afton Red Rift,  Carmen, LesW,  ChrisW, Tom,

Sarah, Biff, Lou, Mak, Simon, Cookie, Hatstand, Andy Morse,

Kgnowme

Apparently there are three things you need to know about Afton

Red Rift; 1: It's Red

2: It's a rift

3:It's in Afton

I can't count how many times this was told to me throughout the

hours leading up to this trip, and while the description was brief

and concise it was actually highly accurate.. I do feel however

that certain details may have been missed out, these include airy

traverses over Teflon coated rocks, little or in fact no respite and

a squeeze that very quickly turned me into a manic depressive...

In light of these developments and upon actually surviving the

trip, I (and perhaps others) can do better with the description and

in fact sum it up in only three words that are as follows.... Never

F$*%&$G  again!

At least that is how I felt when I shambled out of the cave with

my gear in tatters, my left arm unusable and my head unable to

tilt more than a few degrees without various parts of me going

into involuntary spasm, fortunately upon reflection it was in fact

a fantastic trip and one of the best I have done in ages, here is

how it played out.

The entrance is supposed to be particularly full of spiders and yet

I noticed none, which is possibly due to the fact that very shortly

after entry you realise that a fundamental detail is completely

missing from your environment, the floor! So it was that as I

traversed across this reddish rift in Afton, that I realised the

prophecy was confirmed and it was then that I started to notice

other details, like my feet weren't able to gain any purchase or

that the ground below me was a good sixty of seventy feet away.

It was at about this point that a traverse line was rigged and

whilst some folk clipped themselves in I didn't have the luxury

due to leaving my belt in the car and so I shambled my way along

whilst contemplating the logic behind buying a light that cheerily

illuminates the floor.... sixty feet below me.

After a while my ears were greeted with the unmistakable sound

of a human being falling down a traverse, although I confess to

never having heard such a thing before it wasn't hard to guess

what or in fact even who it was. Thus a rather worrying few

moments transpired before Les confirmed that he was fine and

had managed to cut short his freefall before the worst bit (the

floor). It turned out he had been assisting his son (who was

securely harnessed and clipped in) in crossing a very tricky and

wide part of the traverse when gravity sent him a gentle reminder

in the form of a downward manoeuvre.
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I once got told that if you fell even a few feet on a traverse, you

would likely never be able to stop yourself and yet this minor

event reassuringly disproved such a statement and actually gave

me a bit more confidence, when I got to the tricky part I really

wanted to believe I could do the same if it happened to me,

although knowing my luck I would be the kind of person who

rattled down the entire way, miraculously slotting perfectly

through every tight bit as I went and then bouncing at the bottom

just to add that extra few feet as I came back down again,

needless to say I hung on to the rope for dear life at this part! I

really doubt I could stop myself like Les had managed but I was

inspired and impressed.

My punishment for writing about Les falling down the traverse

was paid well in advance of this report and in fact transpired on

the trip itself, some way on from the traverses where after a very

brief rest in the main chamber, we continued on with the round

trip and towards the exit.

After a few little bits of fun and often exposed traversing we

came to a flowstone slope with a squeeze that everyone had

forgotten about, not noticed or in fact neglected to mention! I

could hear Les up ahead struggling somewhat with it and already

the dread had started to rise up from within, I am so much better

now than I used to be with squeezes and yet when you are easily

the biggest person in your party you are always aware that any

squeezes they might struggle with, is going to be much harder for

yourself. So I found myself sat with the group pretending to join

in the banter when really all I could hear and think about was the

sound of Les and other folk thrutching their way through the

squeeze, by the time it was my turn I knew I was going to

struggle, I just didn't realise how much.

The first thing to go was my sense of humour, very shortly

followed by my composure, the squeeze was up a smooth

flowstone slope that wasn't too bad on my ribs but absolutely

brutal on my shoulders, I managed to get my chest up the slot

only to realise I couldn't get my shoulders through the next part,

nor could I get my arms over my head or even use my legs... I

couldn't move. Before now I had always just thrashed my way

through, anything just to get out and away from there, this time

was different however and I had no chance of getting anywhere

by being so stupid and as a result I pulled my shoulder fairly

badly and also did something pretty painful to my neck.

Three times I pushed my way back down and tried to compose

myself, and each time it seemed like it was becoming harder and

harder to psychologically face going back in, it wasn't that I

might have put on a few pounds over Christmas (although I

suspect I may have), it was more to do with shoulders.. I couldn't

get them to twist into the corkscrew, I tried both arms up, left

arm up, right arm up and all with no joy.

At the point of defeat and after feeling like a total ass for holding

everyone up, Simon and Andy went on through and after Simon

watched how Andy had done it he convinced me to give it one

last go and so I put myself into a happy place and gave it one last

attempt. What unfolded next involved Mak and Carmen laying

upside down in the squeeze using their feet to provide me with

footholds and Simon above me with a sling wrapped around my

arm, I.. like some giant human rope bag made my way inch by

awkward inch up to the point where I needed to corkscrew and

with bit by bit guidance from Simon I managed to compact my

shoulder just enough to perform the twist and get myself past the

hardest bit. I have never been so relieved and pleased in my life

and the sense of gratitude I felt towards everyone who had been

so patient and helpful was overwhelming, while I knew I could

have gone back, it would have been a long trek and I would have

beaten myself up about it for months... I was bloody glad to be

through.

After some refreshment and time to gather what was left of my

strength I huffed and puffed my way back up the traverses and

realised just how much energy I had wasted thrashing about, I

was more knackered than I had been in a long time and

everything I did felt so much harder than before.

When I finally left the cave I collapsed in a muddy, broken and

bruised heap and it was about then that it dawned on me what a

fantastic trip it was and how glad I was to have done it.

After all this excitement a beer and a rest might have been in

order, but once I had regained the use of most of my limbs I

decided I was ready for the second trip down Penrecce slate mine

which would prove to be another excellent trip.

Penrecca slate mine  Cookie, Les, Hatstand, Kgnowme,

A.Morse, Tom, Sarah, Carmen

I've never been in a slate mine and after being assured that it was

mostly walking with a small pitch to descend, I was fired up and

ready to experience it and so we drove through town and parked

at a layby to kit up and don our SRT gear. A short walk and we

were at the entrance where we filtered on inwards and headed

towards the pitch head. Hatstand and I explored some side

tunnels while we waited and I really enjoyed listening to him

explain about the slate and how it was mined, it was good to be

shown something new by someone who had clearly spent a lot of

time in similar surroundings.

Once we had rejoined the others we watched some interesting

rigging techniques before we made our way down the rope, it

was quite a long descent and I tried to control my pace but got

slightly spooked when wisps of what I thought were smoke

drifted up from my stop, at which point I decided to slow down,

only to hear (or perhaps imagine) my stop hiss, whereupon I

decided I better bloody speed up, only to remember that it was in

fact going too fast that had caused this heat in the first place. The

end result was a rather paranoid idiot, jerkily descending at

varying speeds whilst blowing frantically on his stop and

nervously hoping that the ground would appear very soon indeed

(just not too soon).

Apparently it is normal for there to be a bit of steam and clearly

I wasn't going all that fast as some people whizzed down the rope

like they were on an SAS training exercise, I enjoyed it despite

all of this and I enjoyed it all the more because we were going

out of the lower adit and I wouldn't have to prussik back up.

Clearly I was wrong and so after enjoying what I believed to be

an immense slate chamber that in fact was only a baby in

comparison to slate mines elsewhere, we headed to the exit gate

(that was reached via wading through quite a bit of water) and

realised that the key was had for it was in fact for another gate

and this one wasn't going to open.

After a few forlorn and futile pushes on the gate, I waded back to

the others, resigned to the fact that I wasn't just prussiking back

up, I was going to do it a good few kilos heavier due to now
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being soaked through, fantastic!

Accepting our fate we made our way back up, I kept it slow and

steady and the trip earlier must have taken quite a bit out of me

because I found the ascent to be quite taxing , I managed to keep

some semblance of rhythm and joined the others at the top where

we waited for Hatstand and left Cookie to Derig.

There was a great deal of beer drunk that night and I sat in a

Chinese takeaway for over an hour after placing my order,

contemplating the days events and trying to stay upright. Truly

an awesome day.

Sunday  Baker's pit   Carmen, Andy Morse, Les, Simon,

Cookie, Biff, Kgnowme, Hatstand

After waking up in the night almost unable to move I had

concerns that I might be too broken to do the Sunday trip and yet

once I had finished breakfast I was raring to go and after being

assured that there would be no need for a neo-fleece, thus leaving

my own at the hut, I was subjected to an onslaught of lies,

mistruths and complete and utter untruth. Whether it was about

the cave being sumped, or where certain passages ended up I was

certain that at times even a fairytale had more credibility than

some of the stuff I was getting told (and also believing) sods.

I really enjoyed Baker's pit, a nice ladder descent led up into

large chambers which we could walk in (what luxury!) and the

crystal corridor ended in a passage which went onwards to some

crawls with a technical bit of climbing that various folk tried and

succeeded at doing.

We then headed to the glorious Devon series where I enjoyed

sliding down a bit of flowstone and into a chamber with strange

formations, one which looked exactly like a judge which was

more cave art than cave formation and either nature was

competing for the Turner prize, or someone had been at it with

a chisel.

At this point the group split in two, some opting to exit while

others foolishly decided to follow Cookie, being part of the latter

I headed off after Cookie, where as if by magic the cave suddenly

stopped becoming big and spacious and started to become small

and thrutchy. Perhaps it is just coincidence but there is a definite

pattern in relation to following Cookie and unpleasant things

happening, I got accused of moaning and yet it wasn't long

before there was a chorus of various grumblings and not just my

own (I enjoyed it really).

We reached our destination which was the end of a through trip

where we couldn't actually exit, and so we turned around and

headed back out.

On the way back we experimented with my UV led and were

mildly amused for a short while before exiting the cave into

glorious sunshine.

That was it then, four trips in three days and all of them fantastic,

this was my first official club trip with the Wessex although I

haven't paid my subs yet so might only be in on a technicality (I'll

get that fixed!) what a great time.

The team spirit and level of competence within the group was

astounding and I found it inspirational caving indeed, I felt like

I learned a lot too and will certainly be far more at ease in

squeezes now I know a bit more about what I can achieve.

I wanted to extend a huge thanks to everyone on the trip for the

camaraderie, footholds, shared experiences, and a big thanks to

Les and Wendy for driving and getting it organised. Kgnowme

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

I arrived in time for brekkie in the Watermans Saturday morning

after a bit of bartering at work see me finish early after an earlier

start! I'm very glad I did, because if I hadn't I probably wouldn't

have made it to the Afton Red Rift trip, which for me was one of

the most satisfying trips I have done in quite a while. Cool

Afton Red Rift gets a lot of bad and unimaginative press. (Its a

Rift its Red etc etc blah blah!) Mister Kgnowme was getting

quite worked up by his inability to extract any further detail from

anyone who had been there or mucho googling. Whilst the usual

three word description that sounds ominously like its name is

accurate, it sells the cave short. Other words heard over the trip

were "demanding" "relentless" "slippery as fcuk" and so on!

Now for some folks ARR may be a boring little doddle of a trip

but for me it was a very satisfying exercise in improving my

caving - the first few minutes I was seriously not enjoying trying

to stay up but watching the others in the party and shifting my

technique a bit this eventually got much better. On the way back

out the same bit of passage was almost like being in a different

place...

Watching Les fall wasn't much fun - I heard it start, turned to

look in time to see a yellow lid disappear from view - I hadn't

really been paying attention at this point so wasn't sure who it

was until Chris called out "Daaad??!" Ah - that'll be Les then...

Shocked

Fortunately he was ok(ish) and so the trip continued. Les was a

bit disappointed not to be able to pursuade anyone through the

pointless thrutch of doom at the bottom and so we set off out. Les

was first through the squeeze and needed a bit assistance - he

seemed to be making uncharacteristically heavy weather of it

which made me quite nervous - I normally work on the principal

that if he fits I will!!

but I made it through unassisted!!! I really was very chuffed with

this result, especially after last years utter failure to get around

the corner in Dog Hole extension! Much thrutching later and we

were out, twas a mighty, mighty fine trip. A big up to Afton Red

Rift, it is much maligned and quite unfairly. Cool

The late afternoon trip to Penrecca was pretty good too. I really

must be doing something wrong with my descending in SRT

cause I'm sure you shouldn't have cramp in your arms by the time

you get to the bottom!!! In fact, I enjoyed going up considerably

more, although it should be noted I perhaps need to get a bit

fitter! Carmen did comment though that I'm probably the only

person who took longer going down than up - I'm not sure this is

literally true but I can see her point. That said she was rather

smug and dropped the 100 or so feet quicker than I can write it.

The chamber was a splendid example - yes there are much larger

ones in Wales but this was no baby. I would be interested in

learning of the technique used in extraction as the dip of the vein

is much shallower than the Blaenau 40 degrees so I'm not sure

how this one would have been worked.
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A bit of a late finish due to the unintended prussik reduced our

pub time a bit, but then my liver and head were probably grateful

- we still managed quite a bit of beer so come Sunday I was a

little jaded.

Whether this had anything to do with it or not I am unsure but I

really wasn't all that taken with Baker's Pit. Whether it was the

stuffy, hot nature of the bit by the entrance, or the miles of

FCUKING GREAT BIG RED and WHITE TAPE I'm not sure

(I reaaaaally don't like the roadworks look) but my first

impressions weren't very favourable.

To be fair, as the trip progressed (and so possibly my hangover

subsided) I started to enjoy myself more and so I suppose I

should perhaps give it another go another day... ...the cave might

not have been floating my boat much but the company as usual

was excellent and it was by no means a bad trip!

There is plenty more I guess I could write but lets be fair it won't

hold a candle to Kgnowme’s superb diatribe so I shall shut up

now and go have a rest at work!!!  Thanks to everyone for a great

weekend - see y'all in Derbyshire!!  Hatstand

Saturday December 29 2007   Agen Allwedd - Jon Mason

(WCC), Dave Mason (WCC), Mark Adams (WCC), Andy

Jackson (WCC) Rhys Wickham , Sally White (UBSS)

 

Post Christmas amble around Agen Allwedd Main Streamway.

After an interesting tour of the Welsh countryside from following

My TwatNav’s extra special scenic route that took me the wrong

side of the hills to the south of the Llangattock I finally Arrived

at Llangattock escarpments main car park 30 mins ealier than the

agreed time, waited for the others, after calling them to see where

they were, I found out we were actually meeting at Whitewalls

Cottage, I must admit a welcome surprise on this was on this

blustery damp morning, as I was expecting some outdoor

nakedness in the Public car park. Met up with the other two cars

at whitewalls and proceded to get ready, During kitting up the

Christmas over indulgence became glaringly obvious as my

already snug neo was discovered to be a little to snug! We

marched off towards the entrance with much enthusiasm and

mostly encouraged by the wind that was trying to push us of the

escarpment and down into the valley below. Arriving at the

entrance I was pleasantly surprised that Mark and Andy had

brought some tea filled thermos’s. We made our way on in after

filling out the log book, and left the excess Tea sack just near the

entrance. We made good speed through the entrance series,

passing a good number of roosting bats. Continued along the

scalloped passages that changed from a couple of flat out puddles

to some tall narrow rifty passages much scalloping and

reminiscent of the crab walk in Giants. We continued to a very

obvious Junction… one way up 5 foot and into a flat out bedding

plane crawl and the other the continuation of an old inlet stream

inlet into a rather tight muddy flat out squeeze. We investigated

both options for about 15 mins taking it in turns to make sure if

it was or wasn’t the way on.. Ok I say we, but actually Dave and

Sally explored beyond the flat out muddy squeeze whilst I got

stuck behind them and decided to not over commit to what felt

to be the wrong way. The others explored the up and into the flat

out bedding plane crawl which seemed to terminate in a dig…

when Dave finally confirmed the inlet really was just an inlet I

decided to worm backwards out of the squeeze.. We swapped

over and tried looking at opposite ways on whilst Dave went

further back along the stream way… after a few more minutes we

heard Dave call as he had found the way on. With hindsight it’s

kind of obvious, but not in the same breath. So the rather cheeky

slip under the knee height well polished slab gave us the way on

into the first boulder choke , the way on were fairly obvious and

made good time though the choke to emerge into baron’s

chamber. The first obivous feasture is an oddly welcoming sign

for “Welcome Agen Allwedd, keep it tidy kind of thing and don’t

bother the bats”.. I say oddly as you already felt like you’d been

in the cave for a while, but this made it officia.l We stopted for

a quick drink break on the top of a glorious mud bank I would

guess at atleast 3 -4 meters high from the old stream bed.. After

a break we continued to amble down the large chamber to

descend down into the stream way via the 2nd Choke. I took on

route finding for a bit and and soon discovered the Boulder

Choke No.2 Sign in the middle of the choke and the hole down

lovely cold stream way to lie and doggy paddle in and follow

downstream into low passage crawly passage. Very glad I opted

for my neo at this point even if it was chaffing to begin with!!.

The main stream way opens up again into stomping passage.

After some more ambling along the stream disappeared down

under and the route took us up and the down into a mildly

challenging climb in to the stream way… Myself , Sally and

Rhys decided to explore for a little further whilst the others

waited at the top of the climb down.. Decided to turn back as the

stream way continued on much the same low stooping or flat out

stream way.. We rejoined the others and made our way back….

Only having a few minutes difficulty finding the way out on the

return through the 1st choke.. During this route finding i found

what felt to be a loft into a really nice bedding plane that had

become exposed up high above the of the choke. When back at

the entrance a quick cup of tea, whilst we contemplated the rainy

ski that was visible through the gate. We left the cave and

marched back to the cottage to a lovely hot shower and quick

change. Headed into Crickhowell just across the river and had a

well earned Pints and pies.

All in all a good intro and keen to go back to find some prettys

in the further reaches next time.  Jon Mason

Thursday January 3 2008    Hunters Sagos Pot    Jon Mason

(WCC), Sally White (UBSS)

Quick SRT refresher before the weekend... more of an excuse to

get underground and then have a chilli and butcombe . Did

Sago’s Pot instead of The main direct route… nice little hang
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actually, still need to work on my abseil and prusik, ,although a

minor break through with prusiking …. Don’t haul myself up

with my arms kick my legs underneath before stepping up to

make sure body is as vertical as possible… am going to take les

up on his offer of some training on the tower at some point.  Jon

Mason

Sunday January 6 2008   Box Freestone Mine  Jon Mason

(WCC), Sally White (UBSS)

5 hour stroll taking in the main areas in box to show Sally

around.

Decided to use Jacks entrance for a change, I wanted to find the

black horse again as it has been a year or so since I explored the

Jacks workings end of the mine. Parked in the quarryman’s

(intending to be fairly quick) and ambled across the village past

lady Hamilton’s II,  the entrance I know fairly well. I was

surprised to see it still ungated.. although a gate has been put in

to stop people getting into a craw on the right l!? Continued

down to Jacks workings… once inside I soon noticed a very

sizable hole to the right (looking from the inside) that would

allow most average size people though unrestricted. Made

progress towards Roman way , via the black horse..which I’m sad

to say has been vandalised…. I have the photos, but yet to get

them off the camera, basically someone has put a smiley face and

an eye in white spray paint.. Did a whistle stop of the Cathedral,

straight over to the wind tunnel for a yomp , swung by the box 13

– 17 robots area.. Passing an impressive Xmas party in the robot

area .. back via the Staircase and shaft.. Up in the Cliffworks

passage area.. quick root around the cranes… back out via the

backdoor with only 10 mins of “O bugger I’m lost “, seems to

always happen around the backdoor area unless I get there from

the back of the Cathedral

Saddend by the level of new graffiti.. One interesting point..the

TV has changed channels from when I was last there. .. Fishing

I think it’s John Wilson !!!! Jon Mason

Saturday January 5 2008     P8 Roof route Jon Mason (WCC),

Sally White (UBSS)

What was supposed to be a quick Sunday morning trip turned

into a rather wet good few hours. Heading back towards giants

as a good reference point to find the cave, we noticed some

cavers in the car park and guess this is the P8 Car park. After a

slow painful change into cold wet gear, we set of across the

fields. After some 20 to 30 minutes of investigating every single

shake hole in site finally found the right (obvious) one. Luckily

not the one filled with farmers refuse and a Rotting Dead goat I

have to say. We had underestimated the aquatic nature of the

cave although I had read the description I knew it would be wet

at the entrance but the passages were at points knee deep, which

I wasn’t expecting. Following the stream way met up with the

other cavers at the pitch head given away by the carbide exhaust

of the Lead caver. They was doing a bit SRT tuition for one of

…luckily I had planned to do the roof route anyway.. We

retraced out steps and found an obvious arête and what looked to

be a climb up… again this wasn’t what I was expecting, but very

cool climb up into the top of the stal and flow stone. A short

bridging crawl brings us to the top of the pitch. Which is a body

size slot over and down a nice head of stall. I rigged this with

sally overseeing it as she is much more experienced in SRT than

I. After a very short abseil there is rebelay followed by another

Y hang, so this was goo practice for me . Once on to that 2nd y

hang… a rather cool decent into the pot from the middle of the

roof aided by one short deviation brings you to floor. Sally

started to decent and got stuck around the deviation.. I had made

armature error of using a small mallion, which whilst my weight

on the rope meant it could be removed from the rope, could not

be removed whilst there is no weight on it Doh’ I knew in the

back of my mind I should have used a crab , but was trying to

save gear as I was thinking we’d do the 2nd pitch too… so after

some faffing about sally made a graceful decent to the floor.

Gracefull as in not all jerky and snappy, like mine. Got up and

out of the water and had a look at the description.. We decided

not to do the 2nd pitch as this is pretty wet and mostly defunct,

also as we was wetter than expected decided to air on the side of

caution. We made our way up into the gour passage, but the bold

step got the better of sally… we decided to make a hasty retreat

to the warm of the car and imminent callout time to meet!!

Ascended the pitch ok and successfully and safely de rigged. We

could smell the other cavers getting nearer as the stinky was very

obvious up in the roof, we soon heard then splashing about and

soon crossed paths as we made our way down the climb. Made

our way back to the car and made a very quick job of getting

changed and getting in the car… A good trip and very enjoyable

free hang through the roof… highly recommended although

didn’t get that far, it had a nice feel to it. And the SRT is fun.

(Limelicker     Jon Mason

Friday January 4 2008    Giants Hole  Round trip + Rummage

around to find geology pot.  Jon Mason (WCC), James

Hassall(WCC), Sally White (UBSS)

The crab walk just oppressive and more relentless as I remember.

James’s first time down the crab walk and the usual banter

ensued “does this ever stop”,”Flippppping Hell” etc .My xmas

excess meant considerably more grovelling in the water at tight

points that last time I was there… With some relief we got to the

eating house and had a very quick break.. I decided to have a

rummage about to find geology pot . Left sally just by the

waterfall whilst James and I went off for a quick look.. I was as

impressed and respectful of the trench that you have to bridge

over then bold step over to get to the head of geology pot. At the

pitch head I was very happy with my recent purchase of the 1w

LED replacement for the halogen bulb on my DUO 14.. The best

15 quid I’ve spent for a long time I tell you!! Turns a defunct

useless part of the DUO into a rather impressive tight focussed

beam of light enabling you check out long pitches (ill post this in

the gear section as I really am very impressed with it) anyway the

cave. So quick look down the pot and meet back up with sally

and continued the round trip… Spent a little time debating /

arguing over the route as the Hitch and hike guide contradicted

the “Classic caves of the peaks” one…. In my opinion the hitch

and hike one is much better. Example… From the devils

windpipe ignore all side passages and go straight on…Hitch and

hike “6m beyond the water is a junction. Straight on is

Handshake Crawl ending

at an impassable restriction connecting back to the main route.

Right is the

way on”… this is the correct way on…. Anyway, the devils

windpipe was much lower that last time as I was a little

concerned about finding it sumped as really didn’t fancy the crab

walk in reverse.. and given the time of year was expecting it to be

high..but in fact was very low..Exited via the crab walk and back

to the car to get naked in 1 or 2 degrees surrounded by an
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American werewolf in London fog. All in all an good trip, a bit

of everything !! Jon Mason

Saturday January 12 2008   A day out cave-bagging on Eastern

Mendip   Phil Hendy, Jacky Ankerman, Ali and Pete Moody

White Woman’s Hole (Asham Wood)

This cave which was once a Romano-British counterfeiter’s den

has two entrances and provides a 20m long through trip of

mainly hands-and-knees crawling. Ali was the only taker for this

epic undertaking.  

Tom Tivey’s Hole

A 3m long rock shelter in Asham Wood, which was thoroughly

explored by the team.

Seven Springs and Yogi Pot

As a result of the recent extremely heavy rain this series of

resurgences in Asham Wood were discharging a considerable

amount of water. Yogi Pot was an impressive sight with water

welling out from below the corrugated sheet covering the

entrance. Several other risings were noted around the quarry

including one where the water was bubbling up in a dome from

the quarry floor.

Holwell Rising

Following a leisurely pub lunch (after these hard trips) we

attempted to find Holwell Rising but could find no sign of this

resurgence. Also, the well in the car park (by the Bear Inn) that

we assumed might be associated with the old holy well was bone

dry, which was very surprising considering the recent rainfall.

Tom Tivey’s Other Hole

The entrance of this cave is a hole in the left-hand verge by the

side of the A361 as you approach the Nunney Catch roundabout

from the Holwell direction. Unfortunately at some stage either

the Highways Authority or the council have placed a large

boulder in the entrance. However, after clearing the brambles Ali

was able to squeeze past this and drop down into a small

chamber. This is well decorated with white flowstone and is

surprisingly pretty and clean and I doubt if the cave sees many

visitors. A metal rim (possibly of an old cartwheel) rests against

one wall. From the chamber a decorated alcove can be entered to

the right and a descending passage in the floor chokes after 3m.

Looking back towards the entrance it appears that there might be

a lower entrance to this cave but this is completely choked and

probably comes up under the road!

Vallis Vale Cave 

In Complete Caves this is reported to be Mendip’s most easterly

cave. It was a wise decision to do the day’s trips in this order as

this little gem could perhaps be described as a shit hole. The cave

starts as a short crawl after which a wriggle up through boulders

gives access to the first chamber where it is possible to drop

down again to a few metres of horizontal dug passage. From the

chamber a flat-out crawl in sticky mud leads to a bedding

chamber. The exit from this second chamber is a downward

sloping crawl in extremely sticky bright yellow mud. Phil and

Jackie guarded the entrance to the cave while Pete explored the

entrance crawl leaving Ali to explore getting plastered in yellow

mud in the process. In retrospect it was definitely a mistake not

bothering with an oversuit! The cave appears to still be inhabited

by foxes and contains an excellent collection of animal skeletons

in all shapes and sizes.

After scraping off the worst of the mud a retreat was made to

Upper Pitts for tea and cake – an excellent day out.  Ali

Wednesday January 16 2008   Swildon’s Hole  Pete and Ali

Moody, Pete Hann, Aubrey Newport, Richard Carey, Colin

Shapter and Russ Brooks

A return trip to the inlet below. the Forty. An additional 3m

length of maypole was taken down giving us a total height of

about 9m. This was manoeuvred into place directly in line where

the inlet flows down the right-hand wall. From the top of the

maypole two holes can be seen towards the back of a ledge.

Unfortunately the maypole was not quite high enough to get a

clear view. The rock at this point is very shaley making in

impossible to put in a bolt and the ledge itself is covered in loose

debris (sorry Richard – but I did miss you). The left-hand hole

appears to be a small slot a few centimetres high while the right-

hand hole looks circular and is probably football sized and

shaped. The passages in Water Chamber Dig and Lowbow are

quite well developed and therefore we now believe that these two

holes must be a later draw-down from an old fossil passage. The

roof above the drippy stal before the folded strata bend will be

investigated later this year. Before exiting the pipe was put back

down Lowbow, re-plumbing the inlet with the triple aim of:

Allowing Lowbow to dig itself.

Hopefully continue to wash open the drainhole in Water

Chamber Dig

Possibly wash some of the debris off the ledge by the inlet.  Ali

Saturday January 19 2008   Charterhouse Cave  Pete Hann,

Pete and Ali Moody

The usual suspects continued work at the end of the boulder

ruckle. Pete H played with boulders while Ali finished some

cement work and Pete M was on cement mixing duties. Good

draught blowing from the dig and some careful thought will be

required to remove the next keystone without collapsing the

whole ruckle around us!  Ali

Friday January 25 2008 Daren Cilau, Time Machine. Fiona,

Lucy, Gary (CSS)

Had an excellent trip into Daren today, went with Lucy and Gary.

This was their second trip into Daren, and they really enjoyed

themselves. I pushed another bag destined for Hard Rock through

the entrance and deposited it at the top of the ladder pitch for its

onwards travels later. Fiona

Sunday January 27 2008    Agen Allwedd Ali Moody, Tom

Stearn, Norman Wright and Graham Speed

The first time in Aggy for all except Ali so a general tourist trip

to Northwest Junction and then up the Turkey Streamway. The

recent heavy rainfall had left an impressive foam line about 1m

above the normal water level and we came to the conclusion that

the Turkey Streamway would be extremely interesting to

negotiate under these conditions!  Ali 

Wednesday January 30 2008 Wigmore Swallet Andy, Jay,

Fiona.

I enjoyed showing Andy and Jay the delights of this wonderful
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place and its beautiful passages and wonderfuly slippery

slides...... Andy and Jay had the best ever trip and are looking

forward to their next visit. Fiona

Don’t listen to Fiona, it’s the worst place I ever been.   Andy

Snook

Very sporting cave, can’t wait to go back.... next time maybe

with lots of kit. Jay Woods.

Wednesday January 30 2008 Bath Swallet Pete Hann, Aubrey

Newport.

Removing lots of rock from the dig in the roof. This place is like

a motorway (2 lanes wide), Still Aubrey’s belly will fit - and

mine! Pete

Saturday February 2 2008   Charterhouse Cave  Pete Hann, Ali

Moody and Nigel Graham

More boulder-wrestling by Pete at the bottom of the shaft while

Ali continued with finishing off some cement work above him.

Nigel making his excellent “glue” as usual. Progress now

involves trying to remove some of the keyed in boulders

mentioned on the previous trip (19th January). These boulders

are bridged across what we thought was a 2m drop and Mr Hann

in his enthusiasm had to be reminded on at least two occasions

that perhaps it is not a good idea to pull out the main chockstone

while standing on these boulders. Also by the end of the trip with

stones rattling off into the depths we had revised our estimation

of the drop beneath our feet to be at least 3 to 4m (if not more).

The quote of the trip came from Pete who remarked that the only

thing holding up the boulder ruckle at this point is the draught!

Five buckets of cement used. The next trip planned for a

fortnight – to allow time to calm our nerves, the cement to harden

and for Mr Hann to “mend” as he complained that I had broken

him (again)!  Ali

Saturday February 2 2008 Swildons. Tumbledown NikNak,

Ade.

Digging at the end of Tumbledown had been hampered recently

(1) by the awkward corner at the bottom of King Edward Pot,

and (2) by a rock false floor near the end of the dig. With this in

mind a Bosch drill was transported down to the dig and the

aforementioned obstacles were “Hiltiied” into submission. All

the sumps, 1, 2, 3 and 4 were comfortably large due to the high

volumes of water that have been down the cave. 5 hours, of

which 2 hours were digging. NikNak

Wednesday February 6 2008 Attborough Swallet Jay, Andy,

Charlotte, Richard, June, Fiona. 

Excellent trip down Attborough. This is just like Wigmore but

much easier. Really love this type of cave, very different to the

regular Mendip caves. Very red colour with a little stream

passage running down through it. The mud is exceptionally good

quality mud. Fiona

Wednesday February 6 2008  Daren Cilau Cap’n Chris and

Carmen.

Ok, for anyone who saw the "bless" and "she's a woman"

comment.. from last week’s Slaughter trip,(on ukcaving forum)

it was now my turn to pick the cave we would journey too...

Seeking my revenge, lets see if the cocky young Cap’n was so

cheeky when pulled from his familiar environment and dumped

in a foreign climate....For this he was going to need to pack light

and take a passport...we were off to South wales!! Chosen cave

,Beginners guide to Daren Cilau ..... Tee hee hee. Twisted Evil

Already I had an the advantage, being 5 foot short and slim build,

the entrance series is just a minor irritation....not so simple for

the average “built like a brick shit house, iron pumping Gym

Boy” though, getting those shoulders through the entrance series

was going to require a bit more effort....

Graciously I gave the Cap’n a head start in the entrance

series...cool....and soon caught him up at Junction box 1. Fairly

rapid progress was made through the entrance, and we emerged

the other end 40 mins later....not bad for his first time....Me

mildly amused by the noticeable lack of whitty banter on the way

in, as is usually normal for him...

On towards Jigsaw, the cap’n had re-found his vocal cords, and

his usual babbling random chatter resumed, mores the pity...oops

did I say that out loud?  A quick wriggle through...”the wriggle”

and we checked in the Log book at Big Chamber No Where Near

The Entrance.  Then on down Apocalypse Passage to check out

the White company, Urchin Oxbow, (shortcut to the Antlers)

then back to Urchin Oxbow to ascend to Man In the Roof.(shame

the white flowstone at the Urchin oxbow side of MITR has been

trashed....the last time I was there with Mark it was pristine

white...17 years ago!!)

The ascent into MITR from this side is quite a thrutch....infact,

approx 30 secs after entering MITR, I was Informed that Chris

was no longer chilly from my previous Fantastic Faffing

Fotographic Frenzy of Fine Formations.  Back into BCNWNTE,

(exit MITR and turn left not right...stupid girl!!! ) we dumped the

bag of goodies popped along to check out the ladder on the way

to the Time Machine...Time was running out and this was just a

route familiarisation exercise. Then a quick retracing of steps

(not forgetting to check out the log book and pick up the bag)

back to the entrance series once more, and a not so rapid exit into

the chilly clear skies of South Wales.  Well done Chris, I guess

my revenge will have to be sought elsewhere Carmen

Saturday February 9 2008 Templeton Phil, John Hill, Jonathan

Riley.

Pumped the bottom dry then removed lights and cameras. After

a pleasant picnic lunch Jim Young helped remove the wooden

platform after Clive North stemmed 17 shotholes with composite

cordtex charges. The earth moved.   Phil

Monday February 11 2008 Templeton Phil and ?

16 of the 17 charges were successful. Dig is now 5' less deep but

2' wider. Replacing infrastructure and removing loose rock we

can get the bang debris out and weld in the new lengths of rail.

Phil

Monday February 18 2008  Thrupe Lane Swallet Dave Mason,

Jon Mason, Rhys Whickham, Sally White (UBSS)

We awoke to a very frosty morning, the forecasters has predicted

it being the coldest night of the winter so far. Rhys arrived at

mine in Bristol at 08.00 and it was -4 degrees!! We headed down

to Mendip and met Jon and Sally at Upper Pitts. Grabbed some

rope and changed into our undersuits there. We arrived at Thrupe

by about 09.20 and pulled into the layby. Had a chat with the
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farmer who owns the farm opposite who confirmed that there is

now no access agreement in place and that we no-longer need to

call on anyone to let them know we are there.

We quickly got kitted up and underground to try and get out of

the cold. Soon had the 1st pitch rigged and were descending the

sharp sided rifts to the head of Perserverence. I'd forgotten how

tight and sharp the place was! Our goal was to try and bottom

Atlas Pot via the Marble Streamway pitch. Perserverence was

rigged fairly quickly and the descent made without any hitches.

We then made our way through cowsh crawl and then became

rather unsure of the way ahead. We climbed over the first hole on

the floor and through the bolders to the next hole......what to do

now? We could see the streamway below, was this the marble

streamway....? We decided to throw a few slings around the

naterals in place and rigged a nice hang down into the

streamway. We followed the stream down dip and through a

puddle to a tight squeeze and under a waterfall to the head of a

pitch. But no hangers in place.....? At this point we realised we

had got it wrong somewhere, time was ticking on and we had

quite a climb to get out (especially if we wanted a beer and chilli

at the Hunters) so decided to head out.

Perseverence truly lived up to its name and in the top sections it

was easier not to use the footloop and instead use the holds in

place. Once at the top we had the awkward climb up the rift to

contend with, a real gear wrecker that one! Sharp rocks with dark

layers of pebbles at levels through the bands of rock and lots of

fossils. We made good progress up the climbs and through the

steel hatch to the base of the first pitch and finally up and out to

a sunny winters day.

13:45, if we want beer and chilli we really have to get going!

De-kitted as quickly as we could and raced to the Hunters. Just

in time and managed to perswade Roger to do us some food!!

Jon then headed back to Upper Pitts with Sally to clean the

ropes, they also looked at the survey and very quickly discovered

where we went wrong. We had descended into Bridge rift and

followed the stream down to Avalanche Pot!!Doh!

Anyway now knowing where we have gone wrong its there for

next time........Dave Mason

Saturday February 23 2008 Wigmore Swallet. Phil, Prew, Jon

Riley, Charlotte. 

Radio-locating for the Wigmore divers (Stu Gardner, John

Menely, Chris Jewel). We hoped the locations were not in a

ploughed field - it was not, it was in a field freshly spread with

slurry! The transmitter was set up in the new aven found along

Sump 7. The signal was intermittent but we eventually got a good

null, and voice contact. We then left. The Divers made the pub

at closing time. Phil

Saturday February 23 2008 Wigmore Swallet  Stu, Jon, Chris,

Matt (Kent Uni), Duncan Price. 

After a terrible night’s sleep due to noisy students we eventually

got underground with various large tackle bags including the

radio-location equipment. We made good time, reaching the dive

base at 1245 Our agreed time to start transmitting was 1330, so

I nominated myself to dive on through to the new inlet to set up

the loop and try and find / make a flat surface. Diving the radio

location equipment through the sumps was fairly awkward du;e

to the weight and lack of buoyancy  meaning that a drag, rather

than a carry, was needed after surfacing in “Youngblood”.I de-

kitted and headed up towards the end of the passage. It was now

1330, so I quickly found a flatish spot around 12 metres from the

aven. I made the loop more horizontal by stacking rocks up. The

equipment was finally turned on at 1335 and by 1415 we had

made contact with Phil and Brian on the surface. 

Our second objective was to carry equipment up to a recently

discovered sump in the low-level active inlet. This was aborted

after around 60m of carrying as one of the first-stage regulators

was playing up and we did not want to lose air for the dive home.

Our third objective was to investigate some high-level passages

leading off the large mud chamber near the sump 7 dive base.

Here I and Jon assisted Chris in bolting up some 15 m before

lack of bolts halted us in our tracks. The passage looks very

promising as it seems to head back over the main streamway.  So

after 4 hours of bolting we were all tired, cold and hungry, and

decided to call it a day and head back to dive base to sort kit that

needed bringing out. Equipment taken out included Drill, SRT

kit, 50m Dynamic rope, Radio-location and bolting equipment.

No issues back to sump 1 apart from one of my regulators failing

in the elbow in Sump 7, giving me a huge lungful of water. A

quick swap was carried out and I swam out. I stippped the second

stage between Sump 7 and 6, and found a piece of gravel stuck

under the diaphragm. This was removed and the regulator tested

OK. Back at dive base (Sump 1) we packed 3 bags and carried

them out.  Time underground, 12 hours.  A big thanks to Brian,

Phil, Jon and Charlotte for their help with the radio-location. 

Stu

Derbyshire   22-24 February, 2008

I seem to have been neglecting my caving duties of late, a

combination of work and life have conspired against me and to

the point that not only had all my bruises faded and vanished but

also my limbs no longer hurt when I tried to move them.

This was unacceptable and I had become so accustomed to

friends and colleagues making outraged enquiries such as "how

on Earth did you do that?" and "does it hurt when you move it?"

that I was starting to feel like a non caver.

Someone mentioned once that a decent caver shouldn't get

bruises, but on the contrary I hope to get battered and bruised

well into my old age with various twinges and aches serving as

a representation of many a fine trip, like some kind of physical

storyboard that hurts like hell on cold days, and while this

particular weekend saw me leaving with minimal injury, this was

more of a testimony to me finally buying some decent kit rather

than any kind of caving competence.

After a hard week of dodging lawyers and lot of limescale it was

a great relief to set off with Les, Wendy and Chris towards the

Shire of Derby for a weekend of caving and beer consumption

and not necessarily in that order.

Saturday February 23 2008   P8   Sarah, Tom, Les, Peter Jenkins

(complete with hangover) and Hatstand.
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P8 had first come to my attention the previous year when I drove

past a vast array of cavers that had just completed a rescue, the

second time it came to my attention was when someone

mentioned that the entrance can sometimes be a whirlpool.

Taking these two things into account I was dead keen to have a

go, and although there was no rescue (this was undoubtedly a

good thing) , and in fact the entrance was only mildly damp

(unfortunate!), it turned out to be a fantastic trip with a little bit

of sport and a great deal of fun.

One of the biggest downers of the day was having to bite the

bullet and buy myself a real oversuit, I have worked hard in not

taking myself seriously and have been the laughing stock of a

good many trips by turning up in all manner of inadequate boiler

suits. Thus I was rather sour faced when I entered the cave in a

shiny new Warmbac, while everyone laughed and made witty

comments about how I had finally succumbed and actually

looked like a proper caver. This wasn't so, because as they would

soon come to realise, I had cunningly bought a new pair of

gloves and then immediately lost them, thus I ended up happily

spending the weekend wearing only one borrowed glove and

reaffirmed my long coveted position as the most disorganised

and incompetent member of the party... that'll teach them...the

bastards.

After entering and following our way along a windy passageway

we set up and descended the first ladder, with some people

opting to get off halfway down and traverse across, while others

went all the way down and for a face full of waterfall. At one

point I must have downed at least a pint of it, which was only

made more unpleasant when upon exiting the cave I spotted the

remnants of a dead sheep further upstream.

We traversed upwards and over a bold step before turning around

and making our way over a big hole to await the rigging of the

second ladder, I opted for a lifeline on this pitch which was just

as well because I swung out to the ladder a little too fast and

nearly fell off.... whether this was down to some false notion of

immortality on my part due to having a lifeline, or was destined

to happen either way, I'll never know.

While the others climbed down the second pitch I headed

onwards with Tom and Sarah stopping only briefly to make fun

of Les as he went to absurd and seemingly uncomfortable lengths

to avoid a small bit of crawling through a watery trench. We soon

came to some flat out thrutching on a load of gravel and rocks

which caused me to have to push myself up and try and levitate

over so as not to cause them to pile up and hinder progress, upon

returning sometime later I noticed that some extensive gardening

had taken place by persons unknown.

After we had regrouped at a small pool, Les went on ahead and

vanished up a small tube that we had originally thought to go

nowhere, the rest of us let him get on with it until after a

considerable amount of silence (not something I am used to when

caving with Les) Tom and Sarah set off down the tube to look for

him, after some time Les came back and revealed that there was

a great deal more cave further on, and so after some thrutching

we emerged into a very nice canyon that stretched up into the

darkness and was filled with water.

We traversed over it and came to a huge bit of flowstone with a

great cascade of water rippling down it, which was quite

impressive. when we headed back Tom pointed us towards

another passage heading upwards which I led the way along for

quite some distance until I spotted an electron ladder hanging

down.

It took a few moments to realise that it was in fact our ladder and

we had stumbled our way through a fantastic little round trip,

completely by accident.

On the way out Les rescued a toad that had probably spent weeks

building a home down there, only to be seized and incarcerated

within a glove before being taken outside and left to fend for

itself against errant sheep and rampaging tractors, however it's

the thought that counts!    Fantastic trip, thanks to all involved!

Sunday February 24 2008  Peak cavern  Peter Jenkins, Les,

Hatstand

There was a Titan trip running today and I had spent a long week

deliberating whether I should do it or not, with a small window

of time in which to descend and having only done two proper

SRT trips I knew that an "attempt" on Titan was unacceptable

and grudgingly decided against giving it a go. Heights on rope

doesn't worry me and I can pass a freehanging rebelay no

problem but everything was too new and unexpected for me to

risk having 'new' experiences on a trip with limited time and a

harsher margin for error.

My bitter (even now it slightly rankles) disappointment soon

faded when I realised just how good a trip could be had in the

easier less committing parts of Peak and it made for an absolutely

fantastic trip.

Right from the very start of the trip my one glove caused all

manner of commotion as people jostled to get a good look at it

and words of admiration were spoken, Peter couldn't stop talking

about it and practically everyone we passed within the cave

muttered words of awe and respect.

Once we were beyond the showcave and through a muddy duck

we walked down some very fine streamway that led us to

Surprise view inlet and beyond, soon we were into the main

streamway and made our way down some big stomping

passageway to a sump that came out in the showcave. Heading

back we walked for quite some distance meeting various folk

along the way until we ended up at Far sump. A quick assessment

by Peter revealed that Far sump was in fact only a few metres in

length and very achievable... Peter was clearly lieing and this was

confirmed quite quickly when another group appeared and

explained it was more like a few hundred metres and almost

certainly fatal. Which was a shame because I was all psyched up

and ready for a Darwin award.

Clearly sensing my disappointment a kind bearded caver that we

bumped into gave me directions to a more manageable sump a

little further back and when I was out of earshot gave the rest of

the party directions to a far more comfortable and rather dry

bypass to the aforementioned sump. This resulted in my cold wet

self emerging from the other end of the sump feeling like I had

achieved something only to find my caving party emerging from

a crawl ahead of me in hyena mode, those bloody dry bastards!

Anyhow the guy who directed me into the sump and instigated

the aforementioned trick probably never banked on meeting me

only a few short hours later in Hitch and Hike, and no more than

two feet away from the ice axes too!

Beyond the sump we met up with a group of folk who were

diving some digging equipment through Ink sump and we

stopped to talk for a while, I took the time to consider just what

a good trip it was. We had been bumping into groups of people
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all morning and afternoon and it made Peak feel like a very warm

and active place. Full of pockets of life and a great deal of club

vs club North/South banter.

On the way back some of the dive team followed and I opted for

the sump once again, followed by Rob who clearly wasn't afraid

of a little water either, top man!

On the way out Peter did a terrible job of cleaning his oversuit

and brought shame to the entire team, a shame that could only

have been surpassed by Les once in the showcave when upon

seeing an approaching group of over thirty tourists coming

towards him, promptly stumbled down a step and almost fell flat

on his face immediately bringing the entire pursuit of caving into

disrepute. Luckily the tour guide saved the day by claiming we

weren't actually cavers and were in fact 'monsters' which judging

by the state of Peter's oversuit wasn't too far from the truth.

A few of the passing tourists enquired if we were on "the

calender" which we explained we weren't. They were visibly

disappointed and a great many of them complimented me on my

one glove.

All in all it was an absolutely fantastic trip and while it wasn't

Titan, I feel that 6 months into being a caver and at the tender

age of 27, I am sure that there will be other chances and this year

alone bigger things are already beckoning.

It was a fantastic weekend and so a big thanks go to Les and

Wendy for organising it and to everyone who came along for

making it such a great trip.

In Journal 309, Maurice spoke of Jonah Jones. His name evoked

nostalgia. The smell of Alpine Hemp rope, and the Lanolin

grease on our first Electron ladders (made by Ralph Lewis at

Sherland Engineering..... ring any bells with anyone?). And

Hillgrove Hut with neither electricity nor main drainage, and the

noisome weekend task of digging an Elsan hole. But in those

days Hillgrove was considered far from uncomfortable. “Those

days” included April 1958 when Jonah Jones brought a youth

group of teenagers down from East London for the weekend.

They were real Eastenders. Not one of them had ever spent a

night away from home and few of them had ever been West of

Westminster or, indeed, into anything resembling countryside....

let alone a cave. Being a mixed group of boys and girls generated

a good spirit. Jonah had run this Spring outing before. 

The plan was for the boys to do an Upper Swildons on

the Saturday, and the girls to do Goatchurch on the Sunday.

While the boys were caving, the girls cooked a massive stew for

the evening meal.... which was a saga in itself, as Mum cooked

at home, and the girls hadn’t the vaguest clue. As for the boys, I

don’t think any one of them had ever crossed a kitchen threshold.

But they certainly knew a bad stew when they got one - which

they most certainly did. Jonah’s routine was to buy the food and

then leave the girls to cope entirely on their own. It was, shall we

say, dramatically unsuccessful. 

The boys hadn’t expected this additional hardship.

Additional, that is, to Upper Swildons. The boys, being boys,

were loud in their fearlessness at Hillgrove on the Saturday

morning, and the volume was only somewhat diminished when

they were presented with caving overalls, miners helmets and

electric cap lamps. I’m uncertain where Jonah got this stuff from,

but I am absolutely certain that the overalls had been put away

wet after a week’s use on a pig-farm. The comments were

astonishingly Eastend, particularly when it was revealed that the

girls would be wearing these garments on the Sunday. The

volume level remained set at loud until we actually reached

Swildons where it suddenly went very, very quiet. There was a

lot of water going down. Since there could be no possible

question of anyone chickening out in front of the mates, the

outcome was not in doubt and they all forced themselves into the

abyss. Actually, since I was leading the way, I’ve no idea what

coercive scorn Jonah may have applied to the collected

eardrums, but they did all come down. Muffled cursing apart,

they remained unvocal as we took the (then) usual route across

the ZigZags to the top of Jacob’s Ladder, and across to the Long

Dry Way.  Since there were 8 or 9 of them, it was a slow process.

It became still slower when Jonah took group photos in the Old

Grotto. Jonah was a professional photographer. He used

flashbulbs. And expletives. The snake was led to the top of the

40, to gaze in awe and horror and the thundering abyss. For a

second or so there I had real street cred (didn’t last, alas,  and

never regained). Then we led them out via the (very) wet way.

Actually, you had to admire their guts. The wet, that wet, can be

intimidating, but up they all came and into daylight.... at which

point the vocals went into overdrive. So coming back to

Hillgrove as heroic achievers (which they were) was an epic

homecoming. But that stew...........  

The girls, by complete contrast were stilled into silence by their

nerves (and the overalls) on the Sunday. They did, however,

remember to look at their Sunday best, so hair was coiffed,

bouffant, and much lipstick and mascara applied. But it was

quiet, until we got to Goatchurch and headed underground,

whereupon Burrington Valley must have echoed from end to end.

Squeals, screams and giggles, and they chatted, chatted, chatted

as every move, foot- and hand- hold was debated. We got them

through the Drainpipe, too. While some were relieved to see

daylight, when it came to comparing horror stories with the lads,

some of the girls felt cheated that Goatchurch lacks a raging

stream. 

Jonah was the kindest and most delightful man. I did another of

these weekends with him, but I don’t think he was a member of

the Wessex itself. 
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Yes, I’m cross.  I bang on about Tetanus, knowing that nobody

will take the blindest bit of notice, and Kgnowme goes and slices

himself open on sewage encrusted lava...... a dozen years after

his last anti-Tetanus jabs. He deserves to join me over here, but

so do lots of you.

I know I’ve been away, but it took ages to find Herbert and put

Fred’s query to him.  He was outraged to think that a Cyalume

could hold a candle to.... a candle. The BDI still reigns supreme,

although some of you who have recently enjoyed candle-light

explorations of Goatchurch might query the absence of

Treacherous Shadows. Caving holding a candle is a fraught

process. Caving in the very dim glim of a Cyalume could have

one particular advantage. Your eyes might go into “Biological

Night Vision” mode, which they won’t with a normal caving

light.  In “Biological night Vision”, a chemical in the eye

changes as it absorbs light. It is hyper-sensitive.  Exposed to a

white light as bright as any caving light, the chemical pigment

immediately bleaches, destroying any development of BNV.

Fred’s Cyalume probably allowed it. 

So if we don’t develop BNV, what does happen when we leave

daylight? You eyes adjust to darkness by dilating their pupils

The iris - the colored part of the eye surrounding the pupil-

contains tiny muscles that control the size of the pupil, which will

become much larger than in daylight. Although pupils open a lot

in immediate response to darkness, it takes ten to twenty minutes

for them to open fully. There is nothing to be gained by sitting in

darkness for a couple of minutes, although it may feel beneficial,

and the contrast from darkness to caving lights better than that

from daylight to caving light. Your pupils close much more

quickly in response to any sudden bright light, such as when you

look directly into someone else’s Nova Plus. The Nova dispels

darkness just fine, however, and in the Bible, darkness was the

second to last plague. To cavers it’s probably the worst. Back in

1961, when Stinkie Pox was the “In” plague, I deliberately came

out from Sump 1 in darkness (in the questionable company of

your Editor), I would have had big pupils and full BNV for sure,

but only my ears could ‘see’ the passage. 

As you get older, the iris  muscles (like most in the body) weaken

and do not respond as well to the need to let in more light. The

less responsive muscles in the older  iris  affect the eye’s ability

to adjust when the intensity of light changes either way. But even

older eyes remain astonishingly successful bits of evolution in

their ability to function at different light levels. Digital

photography came after my time, of course, but it’s interesting to

know how many megapixels equivalent does the eye have: the

answer is approximately 580 megapixels!

T he   informal

c o l l e c t i o n  o f

antiquities, with a

c o r e  W e s s e x

m e m b e r s h i p ,

c a v ing  a s  th e

“ W e s s e x

Geriatric Group”,

graced the South

W a l e s  C a v i n g

Club with their

presence on the

w e e k e n d  o f

Saturday February

1 6  t h .  G r o u p

m e m b e r s h i p

qualification is variously on age (60+), beard length, Surgical

heart modifications, an acceptable degree of general decrepitude

and dissolution or imminent membership of AA. The roll of

dishonour on this occasion omitted Prew (Kings Evil of the

Bronchials), Jim Hanwell (who’d run away to the Antipodes),

John Hurst (Nailed to the floor by memsahib), Paul Weston

(prior engagement... as if!  *****but see below), John Thomas

(some utterly footling excuse) and Maurice Hewins (ditto, but

acceptable on the grounds that he’d recently  been seen on

Mendip). On Friday evening a select quorum took their Zimmer

frames up to Pwll Byffr and after dinner (and several bottles)

Dawe talked at some length about a Cornish seaman, to the

everlasting amazement of the entire population of the SWCC. On

Satruday Bob Gannicott amazed us, in turn, with his magnificent

gift of an official WGG uniform “T” shirt to all members. He

also showed up the design flaw in Noel’s spare XXL Warmbac

(its miserly economy of fabric amidships). The SWCC risked the

reputations of some of their OFD Leaders in allowing us entry,

so we wombled up the OFD1  Streamway to the boulder chokes,

where photographs were taken, and then via the escape route

climb, up to Roundabout Chamber, where common sense called

a halt before pacemaker batteries ran out. The same number of

WGG (13) emerged as entered, and Alan Richardson, who had

nobly volunteered to provide SWCC leaders, was guest of

honour that evening at the Abercrave Inn. After dinner, alas,

Dawe (who may have been adjusting his truss) fell victim to

WGG memory loss and was left behind when the cars departed.

The B******s simply forgot him. His walk back to Penwyllt

engendered an unseemly choler..... and thirst. On Sunday, faced

with a trek to Sink-y-Giedd, some members discovered 
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unexpected reserves

of loyalty, affection

or duty to their wives

and businesses. The

r e m a i n d e r  w e r e

rewarded by a simply

glorious walk, with

G r a h a m  C a n d y

( u n d e r  d u r e s s )

p r o v i d i n g  a

g e o l o g i c a l

commentary. 

* * * * * * * * * * P a u l

s u b s e q u e n t l y

redeemed himself by

walking 19 miles

around the Cornish

coast path with Noel

C le a v e  a nd  S tu

G e n d e r s  o f  th e

caving  fratern ity,

when Ken Dawe

organised his annual Treyarnon weekend.  Prew also saw fit to

grace this with his presence, together with,  delightfully, from his

past victory over Blue Pencil passage, Len Dawes.
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